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The Future is Now
ore than 100 years ago, a group of  business-
men reached deep into their own pockets 
to bring higher education to Tulsa. These 
far-sighted civic leaders recognized that the 

city’s transformation from small city to regional powerhouse 
required an institution of  higher learning that was equal to 
the size of  their dreams. From those hardscrabble early 
days, The University of  Tulsa developed unmatched aca-
demic programs and now stands as one of  the nation’s top 
100 doctoral universities. 

Now in TU’s second century, a new generation has stepped for-
ward to develop a strategic plan to capture new opportunities. 
During the past four years, these men and women have engaged 
in the quiet phase of  a comprehensive campaign to advance 
scholarship and research at TU while enhancing a vibrant resi-
dential campus that attracts the world’s best and brightest to 
live, learn, and play here in Tulsa. This magazine launches 
the public phase of our Embrace the Future campaign by 
saluting the business and civic leaders whose investments 
strengthen TU today — and for generations to come.  
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Embrace the Future
Campaign Edition Vision in action

When we developed line items 
under each objective, we concluded 
that we would need about $400 
million. As it happened, this funding 
fell in nearly perfect thirds among 
the major categories of (1) student 
assistance, (2) faculty support, and (3) 
capital projects. 

Undaunted by the goal, our 
longtime friends and champions Bob 
and Roxana Lorton agreed to chair 
this campaign (see page 2). I am 
deeply grateful to the Lortons, to the 
other trustees who have charted and 
invested in a bold course, and to the 
many campaign volunteers and donors 
who have affirmed the worthiness of 
this major undertaking.

Samuel Johnson keenly observed, 
“The future is purchased by the 
present.” Today, through these down 
payments of hard work and generous 
giving, our friends are purchasing an 
exciting future for TU, our state and 
the world. I encourage you to take the 
time to read about our progress, and 
I invite you to join the thousands who 
have already supported this ambitious 
vision.

All the best,

Steadman Upham
President
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Dear Friends,
If you have visited campus in the last 

year or so, you know that Evanston and 
South College Avenues have disappeared 
and that South Tucker Drive now leads 
visitors around a grand new entrance 
from Eleventh Street. You know that 
student “residential villages” have 
replaced ramshackle apartments and 
parking lots. Indeed, everything you 
see from the front gate is different and 
exciting and bespeaks the quality of the 
TU experience.

This issue of the TU Magazine 
highlights the sweeping progress made 
possible by our ongoing Embrace the 
Future Campaign. This effort, the largest 
fund-raising initiative in TU history, 
has entered its official public phase – 
the final critical leg that will bring our 
ambitions home. In these pages, you 
will read about unmistakable signs of 
growth — wonderful new and refurbished 
buildings; attractive places for recreation 
and reflection; and fortified endowments 

Six objectives emerged as our 
campaign cornerstones. These 
are:

n Recruit & Retain Top Students

n Advance Scholarship, 
Research & Economic 
Development

n Acquire & Maintain Tools of 
Learning

n Realign Curriculum for an 
Increasingly International 
World

n Extend TU’s Legacy of 
Community Partnership and 
Service

n Build Reputation in NCAA 
Division I Athletics

for innovative programs, talented 
faculty and outstanding students. 

These advances are happening 
because the Board of Trustees and 
university leadership spent more than 
a year in strategic assessment of TU’s 
role — both in the Tulsa community 
and in the arena of our nation’s most 
prestigious universities. We did not 
begin by asking how much funding 
we thought we could raise — a typical 
starting point for many campaigns. 
Instead, we asked what it would take 
to make TU one of the nation’s Top 
50-ranked universities. 

Beginning in late 2005, we analyzed 
ourselves in comparison to institutions 
like Duke, Washington University and 
Vanderbilt. Establishing benchmarks 
and defining goals was no easy process, 
but in the end, we articulated a clear 
and compelling framework for TU’s 
future and the resources it would take 
to realize this vision.

Karen Kilgore, EdItoR/wRItER

Leslie Cairns (MA ’99), cREatIvE dIREctoR

Walt Beazley, PhotoGRaPhy 
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A bright thread weaving through TU’s proud  history: the Lorton family’s commitment 
are rallying the friends and resources that will propel 
TU into the future — and ultimately into the ranks of 
the nation’s 50 finest universities.

“To grasp the full magnitude of Bob and Roxana’s 
leadership in this campaign, we have to understand 
what is at stake,” said TU President Steadman Upham. 

“Tulsa’s future will depend on innovation, insightful 
leadership, and the rich perspectives that come 
from a broad-based education. Bob and Roxana 
are passionate ambassadors for TU’s role in Tulsa’s 
progress, and the response we are enjoying in 
this campaign underscores the strength of their 
leadership.”

A large part of the Lortons’ motivation is 
perhaps best stated by the campaign’s tagline: “It’s 
all about people.”

“We said ‘yes’ to the leadership position because 
people we deeply care about asked us to take up 
the cause,” explains Roxana. “And we are having a 
great time, discovering that everyone wants to hear 
the TU story and be on a winning team!”

Jan Zink, TU’s senior vice president for 
planning and outreach, describes the Lortons 
as peerless fundraisers — a role they previously 
fulfilled as cochairs of TU’s New Century 
Campaign (1993-1998). 

“There are several reasons for their success, 
but I think the major source of their fundraising 
effectiveness is that they are, themselves, 
uncommonly generous.  It would be difficult to 
find a worthy cause in Tulsa which they have not 
enthusiastically supported,” Zink observes.

Most recently, the Lortons have helped fund 
TU’s transformation along Eleventh Street with 
gifts to Collins Hall and Lorton Village. Another 
generous gift launched construction of the single 
most ambitious facility in university history — 
the Roxana Rózsa and Robert Eugene Lorton 
Performance Center.

According to Zink, the couple contributes 
another key ingredient: fun. “Bob told me he 
would ‘do this only if we can have some fun with 
it,’” she said. “I have watched amazed as they 
have turned campaign solicitations into a series of 
deeply personal, highly engaging, and amazingly 
fun gatherings. They bring sunshine, stardust, and 
incredible energy to all that they touch!”

Thank you, Roxana and Bob! Communities 
and universities thrive because friends such as you 
accept the mantle of leadership and inspire others 
to join you on the journey.

rustee and alumnus Bob Lorton 
(BA ’64) remembers attending the 
groundbreaking for Lorton Hall, a gift 
to TU from his grandparents. Bob’s 
wife, Roxana (BA ’63), also a trustee 

and alumna, grew up on campus, the daughter of 

beloved music professor and composer Béla Rózsa. 
Rózsa devoted 29 years to TU’s School of Music as a 
teacher, department head, and resident creative force.

Now, Bob and Roxana have added another 
chapter to the story of their family’s service. By 
cochairing the Embrace the Future Campaign, they 

T

Our Campaign  Leaders

“Bob and Roxana Lorton have attacked the campaign 
with unbridled enthusiasm and energy. They have led by 
example, dreamed big, and played a giant role in creating 
the vision of  what The University of  Tulsa can become. It 
is my pleasure to learn from them!”

DaviD Lawson (Bs ’70)
Chairman, TU BoarD of TrUsTees
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Recruit and Retain 
Top Students

X

Embrace the Future
Campaign Cornerstone
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Last Ride
Susie Collins remembers with great thankfulness 

the last time her husband toured the campus.
“Knowing Fulton only had a few days left to live, 

we flew home from the Houston hospital, and an 
ambulance met our plane. I told the driver we could 
not go straight home…that we needed to go to TU 
first. I wasn’t sure how well Fulton could see, so I 
acted as a tour guide, excitedly pointing out all of the 
dramatic changes that had occurred while we had 
been away.

“As we drove, I thought about all of the Sunday 
afternoon bike rides we had taken through campus 
discussing trees, shrubs, light fixtures, paint colors. He 
was always saying he just wanted things to look nice!” 

“It was July of 2008, and the new ‘U’ was 
materializing. Fulton listened attentively as I reported 
that the Tennessee ledgestone was already waist-high 
on Chapman Stadium, the vintage acorn lampposts 
were installed, and the sidewalks were in. I could see 
he was happy —  knowing the new entrance was so 
beautiful and the grounds so welcoming — it was the 
campus he had envisioned.”

Just hours before their final drive, as the couple 
and their loved ones returned to Tulsa on a chartered 
plane, a flight nurse asked Fulton if he would like 
to write down some thoughts. Everyone knew the 
nurse meant final thoughts. Fulton proceeded to write 
an 11-page letter, addressing it to his wife and TU 

President Steadman Upham. The content was not 
secret. The last document Fulton Collins ever wrote 
was a coherent summary of the remaining dreams he 
had for campus development. 

SUSIE AND FULTON COLLINS

Fulton would love seeing the 
blue and gold lights in the trees 
and fountain on game days 
and feeling the spirit of  TU 
everywhere! He would be so 
proud — and I am proud that 
the momentum has not stopped. 
All of  the dedicated people 
who worked tirelessly on these 
projects when Fulton was alive 
continue to fulfill the dream. 
Now the Performance Center 
and engineering buildings are 
becoming realities. The whole 
TU family has great reason to 
celebrate!

sUsie CoLLins
TU TrUsTee

“I had an amazing group of friends 
in the TURC (Tulsa Undergraduate 
Research Challenge) program who 
have excelled in their own ways and 
are doing great things now. I’m proud 
to be a Tulsa alumnus, and I hope 
someday I will have the means to give 
back to the university — perhaps by 
endowing a Presidential Scholarship. 
It made all the difference for me!”

Jon novoTny (Bs ’04, Ba ’04)
sTanforD Law sChooL, ’08

Jon is an associate with Lathan & Watkins LLP in 
Menlo Park, California, where he does corporate work 
with an emphasis on serving technology companies.

Recruit 
and Retain 

Top Students

X

Strategic. Efficient. Attractive.

B

TU accomplishes a 
visionary new master plan

y all accounts, the late Fulton Collins was the 
first person to imagine a new “front door” for TU 
along Eleventh Street. Such a concept was hard 
to envision. At the time, the southern edge of 
campus offered little more than a checkerboard 

of parking lots and dilapidated apartment buildings, screened 
from the street by a spotty stretch of commercial properties. But 
anyone who knew TU’s chairman of the board also recognized 
that Collins did not easily take “no” for an answer.

“Great universities have great entrances,” Collins urged. 
Three years and hundreds of planning hours later, TU began 
reinventing its front door. Visitors to campus often note with 
astonishment the transformation of Eleventh Street into a front 
entrance befitting a highly ranked university. The change itself 
emerged quickly, but the campus master plan from which it 
sprang was laid down two decades earlier.

Land Acquisition
Bob Shipley, TU’s associate vice president for operations, 

credits the late Charles Norman (trustee, former board chairman 
and attorney) and Bill Fisher (trustee, chairman of the Buildings 
and Grounds Committee) with driving the development of a 
long-range campus master plan during the 1980s. A key early 
step was to work with the Tulsa Development Commission 
to secure an urban renewal district, wedding the university’s 
development and the city’s interest in stabilizing the area. The 
university subsequently purchased 350 homes and 30 apartment 
buildings that spanned the blocks between Harvard and 
Columbia Avenue and from Eleventh Street to Eighth Street. 
In working with neighbors, TU offered owners a more-than-fair 
price, explains Shipley, and almost every resident happily made 
the trade. 

A Stately Anchor
Collins and his wife, Susie (also a trustee) pledged the lead 

gift to build a stately and modern visitor’s center, inspiring others 
to join the progress. Within its 35,000 square feet, Collins Hall is 
home to the offices of admission, financial aid, alumni relations, 
and central administration, while providing spacious gathering 
and meeting spaces for alumni and trustee functions.
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Environmental and Student Friendliness
Using a filtration and holding tank system to recycle water, 

TU created the dramatic fountain and plaza north of Chapman 
Commons in honor of Genave King Rogers’ support of the 
Eleventh Street project. The environmental sensibility designed 
into the fountain is reflected throughout the campus, where more 
than 1,000 new disease-resistant trees and dozens of drought-
tolerant flowerbeds add eco-friendly shade and beauty for all to 
enjoy. While the fountain’s efficiency appeals to Mrs. Rogers, she is 
especially delighted that students and visitors consider the fountain 
an approachable and usable campus landmark — a place for fun.

A “Visible Gate to Excellence”
TU trustees Donne Pitman and Jerry Dickman 

pledged substantial support from the H. A. and 
Mary K. Chapman Foundations they serve as 
trustees and managers. Chapman Commons 
connects the front gate to campus buildings with a 
tree-lined, five-acre greenbelt — perfect for a game 
of touch football or an outdoor festival. Pitman 
says it is their hope that the Foundations’ gift to 
the ‘front door’ of the university symbolizes a 
“visible gate to excellence in education.” 

9

“I loved the TU campus when I was a student, and I love it now. 
Often, we drive through South Tucker Drive to admire the ways 
students are enjoying these great new spaces. Whether it is a 
game of  frisbee on the green or kids and dogs splashing in 
the fountain, these activities remind us that attractive gathering 
places are important — really important!” 

Genave KinG roGers
firsT femaLe GraDUaTe, CoLLeGe of BUsiness aDminisTraTion, 1938
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Tradition Restored
Between Tyrrell and Westby Halls, a new campus 

landmark now invites relaxation and reflection. 
Surrounded by trees, benches and landscaping, 
Bayless Plaza is the home of the tradition-rich 
Kendall Hall Cupola and Bell, which crowned the 
first building on campus. For more than 75 years, 
seniors have claimed the right to ring the bell when 
they have completed their last final exam, a tradition 
that happily continues today. The late Bernice Bayless 
(BS ’49) helped fund the project, remembering with 
fondness the tradition that she and her husband, 
Robert (BA ’49), had also enjoyed before they both 
graduated.

Mabee Challenge Funds Inspire
Early in the campaign, the J. E. and L. E. Mabee 

Foundation recognized how appropriate and far-
reaching the transformation plan would become and 
added generous funding. The Foundation has now 
pledged an additional $2 million for the construction 
of the engineering buildings. 

“We have watched TU become a nationally 
recognized university,” comments Jack Conway, 
vice chairman and trustee of the Foundation. “It is 
a gratifying partnership that we know would delight 

GENAVE KING ROGERS CAROLE AND GENE TUCKER H.A. AND MARY K. CHAPMAN BERNICE AND BOB BAYLESS

Both Vintage and Modern

Eco-friendly campus invites engagement, fun

“Nearly everything in my life that turned out 
right had some relationship to TU.”

The LaTe Gene TUCKer (BsBa ’51)

Mr. and Mrs. Mabee. We share, with great pride, the 
accomplishments of TU and are pleased to witness 
the continuing legacy the Mabee family has helped to 
build.”

Undergirding Transformation
Sharon Bell ( JD ’85), individual trustee for the 

Chapman Trusts, understood that relocating utilities 
and acquiring land required major resources. The 
Oxley Foundation also made a major grant for the 
Eleventh Street transformation.

Tucker Drive
University trustees honored Carole and Gene 

Tucker’s generosity by changing the name of College 
Avenue on campus. TU’s official address is now 800 
South Tucker Drive. Gene Tucker (BSBA ’51), who 
died in 2008, often reminded his family that not only 
did he meet his future wife, Carole, through a TU 
friend, he also forged lifelong friendships and business 
associates with his classmates.

➤ Recruit and Retain Top Students
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Ellis and Jean Jenkins Endowed 
Scholarships for Athletes

 “The University of Tulsa NCAA Basketball 
Scholarship I received allowed me to fulfill a dream of 
receiving an excellent education from an outstanding 
university and to participate in intercollegiate athletics 
at the highest level. Because of TU, I lived that 
dream.

“Although I was the one who received the 
scholarship, it was simply our mutual desire to fund 
similar scholarships for young student-athletes that 
led to our decision to participate in the Embrace 
the Future Campaign. Through this program and 
our earlier Brad Jenkins Scholarship fund, it is our 
wish that many additional student-athletes can also 
fulfill similar dreams and enhance their lives as it has 
enhanced ours.”

eLLis JenKins, Bs ’55

Alex Horton Endowed 
Scholarships for Oklahoma High 
School Students

“I wanted to create an endowment at a university 
that excels in graduating students prepared to serve 
industry and the community. My vision is that this 
university will maximize available scholarship dollars 

for these gifted students and make this financial 
assistance available in the largest possible payout of 
funds. I believe that this university is The University 
of Tulsa.

“My hope is that The University of Tulsa will 
always manage its business to generate more 
scholarship dollars that will fund and graduate 
our most deserving students. In turn, I hope that 
these same students will push the ball forward to 
others who seek academic excellence, service to the 
community and professional growth.”

aLex horTon
TULsa naTive now resiDinG in fT. worTh

Planned gifts will benefit students for 
generations to come

Charles Bussey, Bs ’72, appreciates 
that he could not have attended TU without 
scholarship assistance. So he is thanking his 
benefactors by making the same opportunities 
possible for a new generation of TU students. 
His bequest will enable students from Mayes, 
Rogers and Pryor Counties to attend TU. In the 
meantime, he takes students from this region to 
TU athletic events as a way to encourage them, 
visiting the campus and savoring some of the 
joys of collegiate life.

The John Jr. and Georgette Rogers Estate has 
funded the John and Hazel Rogers Scholarships 
for the College of Law. John Jr. was the son of the 
well-known Tulsa attorney, John Rogers, who is 
acknowledged as the driving force for law education 
in Tulsa, first in a downtown building and later, on 
the TU campus.

The Charles A. Steele Charitable Trust has 
provided The Charles and Louise Steele Endowed 
Scholarships in Business and in Law. A Tulsa banker, 
Charles and his wife, Louise, had several extended 
family members who were TU alumni.

Wallace Easter has provided TU funds to create a 
dedicated writing center through his bequest. 

Mildred McKee (EdD ’66) has bequeathed an 
endowment for university-wide scholarships.

Current gifts and bequests make 
education attainable through scholarships 

and other endowments

Thoughtful bequests provide endowments 
throughout the university

 

Donors create important 
scholarships

Charles C. Killin Music Scholarship 
Fund

 Jess L. and Miriam B. Stevens 
Foundation

Mike Wiley Trustee Scholarships for 
Collins College of Business and the Jim 
Brill Endowed Scholarships in Petroleum 
Engineering

 Michael (BSPE ’72) and Laura Wiley

Richard P. and Norma T. Small 
Endowments for the University and for 
the College of Law

 Norma and Richard Small

MILDRED MCKEE MIKE AND LAURA WILEY FAMILY ELLIS AND JEAN JENKINS ALEX HORTON

➤ Recruit and Retain Top Students
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Advance Scholarship, 
Research and Economic 

Development

X

Embrace the Future
Campaign Cornerstone

Creating and maintaining 
fine campus residences

hen new buildings rise from the ground, they 
represent a past, a present and a future. Years 
of preparation — needs assessment, architectural 
plans, and site work planning — all precede the 
pouring of concrete and laying of stone.

As campaign plans developed for new student housing, 
three families stepped forward to guarantee a strong future for 
our new facilities. TU names these residential complexes to 
recognize generous estate provisions that will eventually create 
permanent funds to maintain the campus buildings and grounds.

Mayo Village
Margery Mayo Bird

Margery Mayo Bird grew up understanding the importance 
of hospitality as the daughter of John and Lillian Mayo. Her 
father and Uncle Cass built and operated the famous Mayo 
Hotel. Nine decades after this famous Tulsa landmark opened in 
downtown Tulsa, Mayo Village welcomed its first residents.

“I think it is important for our students to have modern 
and attractive places to live — places where they can increase 
their bonds of friendship and really enjoy their extracurricular 
lives. Their entire college experience will be more rich and 
rewarding.”

                   
Lorton Village 
Roxana and Bob Lorton

“When I went to TU,” observes Roxana Rózsa Lorton, “it 
was already my family.” As the daughter of beloved music 
professor, Béla Rózsa, she spent a good deal of her early life in 
and out of campus buildings. 

Likewise, one of Bob’s earliest memories is attending the 
groundbreaking for Lorton Hall, a gift to the university from his 
grandparents, Robert and Maude Lorton.

Their family legacy continues as an example to all who live 
in Lorton Village — to remember those who taught us generosity 
and care for the community by paying it forward.

Brown Village
Pat and Arnold Brown

Pat (BA ’50) and Arnold (BS ’50) Brown acknowledge that 
one of the reasons they are so fond of TU is that they met on 
campus and married as students. Those early years were full of 
promise and challenge.

“Graduate student housing is a wonderful and important 
project,” says the couple. “We hope that every person who 
lives in Brown Village will feel encouraged to persevere in their 
studies and realize that behind the scenes, thousands of alumni 
like us are wishing them every success and happiness.” 

W

LINDA FEAGIN (BS ’66), MARGERY BIRD AND STEADMAN UPHAM

ROXANA AND BOB LORTON WITH STEADMAN UPHAM

PAT BROWN, STEADMAN UPHAM AND ARNOLD BROWN

➤ Recruit and Retain Top Students
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Anticipation
Their names have already become household 

words as faculty and engineering students anticipate 
claiming new communities of learning in two 
spacious facilities with construction set to begin in 
the 2010-11 academic year. Stephenson and Rayzor 
Halls will welcome students after approximately 18 
months of construction.

EVELYN NIENHUIS AND HER SON, JAMES

J. Newton 
Rayzor

14

“When you can walk across campus 
and a professor from three years back 
remembers your name, it generates 
pride and success. When professors 
are still communicating with you long 
after graduation, it is extraordinarily 
uplifting.”

maTThew LinDsey (Ba ’02)
exeCUTive DireCTor

Kansas CampUs CompaCT

In his junior year, Matt won the prestigious Harry S. 
Truman Scholarship and went on to earn a Master’s 
Degree in Public Policy from Harvard University’s John 
F. Kennedy School of Government. Kansas Campus 
Compact is an organization that connects universities 
with their neighborhoods and communities.

Advance 
Scholarship, 

Research and 
Economic 

Development

X

his $14 million project enjoys lead funding 
from Tulsan Evelyn Nienhuis and her late 
husband, Lester, in memory of her father, 
J. Newton Rayzor, a nationally prominent 
attorney and businessman with a lifelong 

passion for higher education. 
The new 40,000-square-foot building will also contain 

academic and research study space in electrical engineering, 
including wireless communication, intelligent control systems, 
optical communication, digital signal processing, robotics, 
and computer architecture. Additionally, faculty and students 
will conduct cutting-edge technology research through the 
Williams Fiber Optic Laboratory, the Power Applications 
Research Center and the Center for Intelligent Systems.

J. Newton Rayzor Hall

Tulsa family honors 
father’s memory with 
lead gift for Computer 
Science and Electrical 
Engineering building

T
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Planned gifts paving the way for future 
scientists: scholarship and teaching endowments

Bioinformatics

Warren Foundation/Computer Science 
partnership helps unlock medical mysteries

“For several decades, Tulsa’s William K. Warren 
Foundation has been committed to improving health 
in the U.S. and around the world,” explains Wayne 
Drevets, M.D., the director of Warren’s Laureate 
Institute for Brain Research. In recent years, Warren 
principals have refocused the Foundation’s mission 
to expanding global health and funding pioneering 
research right here in Tulsa.

Establishing the Endowed Chair in Bioinformatics 
at TU has created a scientific collaboration that 
Drevets believes will make far-reaching contributions 
to biomedical research. The Warren Foundation and 
TU President Steadman Upham asked Professor John 
Hale (BS ’90, MS ’92, PhD ’97) — who is credited 
with originating TU’s Bioinformatics Program — 
to lead the recruitment effort to fill the endowed 
position. Brett McKinney, a “talented scholar in brain 
genetic mutations,” accepted the chairmanship and 
now leads the complex research effort from his lab in 
Keplinger Hall.

McKinney’s lab is utilizing bioinformatics with 
the goal of finding the genetic factors that cause 
several brain conditions, such as depressive and 
psychotic disorders, as well other illnesses. By 
coupling magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with 
genetic factors, a researcher can collect, categorize 

and compare millions of radiologic markers that may 
show patterns associated with genetic variation in 
psychiatric disorders — a key research interest of the 
Warren Foundation.

John Bailey Endowed 
Scholarship in Engineering

“How well the world is doing depends upon 
how well our universities are doing. I believe so 
many of  the problems in society can be solved 
by education. When you educate somebody, you 
give him or her the tools to be successful; and 
they, in turn, help other people, too!”

John BaiLey (ms ’59)
assoCiaTe DireCTor of peTroLeUm aBsTraCTs

Jonathan B. Detwiler 
Endowed Chair in Petroleum 
Engineering

Jonathan Detwiler (BS ’53), who earned 
his degree in petroleum engineering from TU, 
specialized in the refining side of the discipline. 

He retired in 1998 when he sold his business, 
which had about 450 employees. He was 
inducted into the College of Engineering and 
Natural Sciences Hall of Fame in 2004.
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Bold plans advance scholarship and research 
Rayzor Hall will house the Center for Information 

Security (CIS), a leader in cyber security education 
and research. First designated as a Center of 

Campaign supports research across TU
The Embrace the Future Campaign is 

supporting research across the university’s entire 
academic enterprise through major funding of 
new facilities, endowing and expanding academic 
positions, establishing scholarships, and creating 
opportunities for discovery through innovative 
collaboration.

Campaign initiatives recognize the immense 
potential TU has to contribute leadership in 
diverse areas such as information security, 
nanotechnology, materials science, energy 
security, biofuels, business innovation, 
anthropology, history, psychology, business 
innovation, and much more. 

Objectives include
•  Increasing research productivity by building 

modern facilities for engineering and 
computer science. 

•  Establishing interdisciplinary research 
institutes that provide students with broad 
and deep knowledge and help them prepare 
for industries where technological innovation 
is changing every year.

•  Increase faculty positions, graduate 
scholarships and research assistantships to 
build upon existing strengths.

Excellence by the National Security Administration 
in 2000, CIS spans all TU colleges — engineering and 
natural sciences, arts and sciences, business and law.

➤ Advance Scholarship, Research and Economic Development



Samson lead gift helps create engineering 
village by linking new and existing buildings

Samson Chairman and CEO 
Stacy Schusterman honors the 
memory of her father, Charles 
Schusterman, through this fine 
addition to campus. This one-
acre outdoor gathering space will 
connect Stephenson and Rayzor 
Halls to Keplinger Hall and the 
Allen Chapman Activity Center. 

Mr. Schusterman was the 
founder of Samson, one of the 
20 largest independent oil and 
gas companies in the United 
States. Before his death in 2000, 
Schusterman was heralded as an 
eloquent spokesperson for the 
power of positive thinking and as a 
role model for intrepid engagement 
with life in spite of physical 
obstacles. Completion of the plaza, 
with a wireless outdoor network 
and inviting spaces for conversation 
and reflection, will finalize the 
campus pedestrian spine and 
further enhance the residential 
ambience of the campus.

SAMSON PLAzA

“My father was driven to create a company that would make 
a difference here in Tulsa and, indeed, throughout the world. 
Today, the TU graduates who proudly work at Samson exhibit 
that same drive and determination. As TU embraces its own 
new future through this campaign, I know it would make my dad 
smile to know that we are partners in advancing excellence in 
engineering and the sciences.”

sTaCy sChUsTerman
Chairman anD Ceo, samson invesTmenT Company

Pictured are Stacy Schusterman (standing center right, gray 
jacket) and some of  the many TU alumni employed by Samson.

➤ Advance Scholarship, Research and Economic Development
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Nathan and Agnes Janco Endowed 
Scholarships in Engineering
Nathan and Agnes Janco, and their son Joel

Construction Funds for the New 
Buildings
Helen and Duane (BS ’62) Wilson
Sharon (BS ’86) and Chip (BS ’85) McElroy
Pat (BA ’50) and Arnold (BS ’50) Brown
Sarah and John (BS ’74) Graves, plus cyber 

security scholarships

Other generous support assists engineering 
buildings, programs and scholarships

Tulsa Undergraduate Research Challenge
George Kaiser Family Foundation

Challenging and inspiring others to pitch in

Tulsa’s J. E. and L. E. Mabee Foundation has 
pledged a $2 million capping gift for construction 
of the engineering buildings provided the 
university can complete all fundraising for the 
Engineering Expansion project within 12 months. 
The deadline for this challenge grant is December 
2010.

The Departments of Mechanical and Petroleum 
Engineering will move to Stephenson Hall, a $16.1 
million building with 16 integrated classrooms 
and office and conference space for 34 faculty and 
graduate students. Carefully planned for teaching 
and research, the building includes state-of-the-
art laboratories: drilling, rock fluid, thermofluid, 
instructional controls, composites, and materials 
among others. The McElroy Prototyping Lab for the 
new building has already been named.

Former chairman and CEO of Vintage Petroleum, 
Charles Stephenson and his wife, Peggy, have 
provided the lead gift for this 38,000-square-foot 
facility located between Fourth and Fifth Place. 
Vintage Petroleum was a Tulsa-based independent oil 
and gas company that operated in the U.S., Canada, 
South America and Yemen. Vintage merged with 
Occidental Petroleum in 2005.

The retired oil industry leader comments that 
he and Mrs. Stephenson are pleased to have the 
opportunity to help expand and improve teaching and 
research facilities on the TU campus. The family also 
encourages others to support the current fundraising 
activities for these much-needed facilities.

Stephenson Hall

“New engineers are 
desperately needed 
today — particularly in 
the petroleum industry 
— because the existing 
workforce is aging and 
retiring. I have been involved 
in the energy industry 
for 50 years and can 
enthusiastically recommend 
it to students who are 
interested in engineering. It 
is an exciting and rewarding 
vocation to be part of  and 
provides some of  the best 
paying jobs available.”

CharLes sTephenson

CHARLES AND PEGGY STEPHENSON

New building to facilitate research, teaching

➤ Advance Scholarship, Research and Economic Development
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Engineers and their families create endowments
Decker Dawson Chair in 
Geophysics

Dawson earned a petroleum engineering degree 
at OSU and then moved to Midland, Texas. In 1952, 
he established Dawson Geophysical, a company that 
continues to be the largest seismic data gathering 
service for the U.S. onshore market in the continental 
U.S.

TU College of  Engineering and Natural Sciences 
enjoys world-wide reputation of  excellence
TuCoRe

The TU Center of Research Excellence in 
Production (TuCoRe) is a partnership with Chevron to 
conduct research on oil and gas production systems. 
TuCoRe supports the development of new production 
system technology while providing educational 

opportunities for U.S. and international employees 
and students in petroleum engineering. Partnerships 
such as this one provide an avenue for focused 
research that benefits engineering education and the 
entire oil and gas industry. 

A Legacy for Hans A. Norberg
Long-time Tulsa resident Lillian Norberg was an 

ardent champion of education in the community, 
and she reflected that commitment through action. 
At the age of 96, she chose to honor the memory of 
her husband, Hans A. Norberg, and his distinguished 
professional career by creating the Hans A. Norberg 
Endowed Chair in Electrical Engineering. Hans was 
co-founder and long-time president of Nelson Electric 
Manufacturing Company and later, president of 
Norberg Industries. Their children — Dr. Hans Peter 
Norberg, TU faculty member Anna Norberg Kestner 
and Dr. Mary Kathryn Norberg Hoffman — joined 
with Lillian in establishing this memorial tribute to 
their father. Lillian passed away in 2006, but through 
this endowed fund, her life-long commitment to 
advancing education will continue in perpetuity.

“Our industry needs more young geophysicists 
to work. I want TU’s students to work harder 
than I ever did. I hope some work all the 
way to their Ph.D. degrees. We have a lot of  
catching up to do with foreign countries, so 
this is important.”   
      
 DeCKer Dawson 

JOHN ROGERS, JR AND JOHN ROGERS, SR.

An endowed chair in energy law, according to 
Frederic Dorwart, permits the College of Law to bring 
a professor of international stature to Tulsa; something 
that would otherwise likely not be achievable. 

“Tulsa and energy are historically synonymous. 

Major Endowments

College of  Law receives strategic funding 
from Kaiser and Chapman

“As a director of  the George Kaiser Family 
Foundation, I had participated, of  course, in 
establishing the Endowed Chair in Energy Law. I 
didn’t know, until the moment Mr. Kaiser announced 
it at the ceremony, the chair was to be in my name. 
To be a part of  TU in this way is unbelievable.”

freDeriC DorwarT
presiDenT anD TrUsTee 

GeorGe Kaiser famiLy foUnDaTion

Frederic Dorwart Endowed Chair in Energy Law

Dean John Rogers Endowed Chair
Funding for the Dean John Rogers Endowed Chair 

for the College of Law is the latest generous campaign 
gift from the Chapman Charitable Trusts. In addition 
to permanent funds for salary and research for the 
dean’s position, the Chapman gift includes resources 
for remodeling and asbestos abatement in John 
Rogers Hall.

Considered the founding father of the College 
of Law, John Rogers, Sr. drew upon his own 
passion for the law, professional reputation, and 

“Mr. Rogers was knowledgeable about so many 
things—oil and gas; creating, selling and dissolving 
corporations; and managing family interests. It is 
fitting that the dean’s position in the College of  
Law carry his name and preserve his example of  
philanthropy and professionalism.” 

sharon BeLL (JD ’85)
Chapman TrUsTs

extensive community ties to enlist others in creating 
a downtown law school and eventually affiliating it 
with TU. From 1949 to 1957, Rogers led the growing 
school as dean — without drawing a salary.

Sharon Bell, individual trustee for the 12 Chapman 
Charitable Trusts, describes Rogers as “a forceful man 
of deep integrity.”

Through this new position, TU continues its 
importance in energy into the future,” he explains.

The new position will focus on sustainable energy 
sources and emerging trends in the energy sector. The 
professor will also serve as a fellow of the National 
Energy Policy Institute (NEPI), a joint venture 
between TU and the Kaiser Foundation that focuses 
on energy, environmental and natural resource law 
and policies. 

FREDERIC DORWART AND GEORGE KAISER

➤ Advance Scholarship, Research and Economic Development
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Ruya Ozer will be joining the 
chemistry faculty in August as the 
newest Wellspring Professor. 

receding the campaign, TU’s faculty reviewed every aspect of the general education curriculum, looking 
for holes in our offerings,” explains TU Provost Roger Blais. They then recommended adding new 
faculty positions in interdisciplinary technologies and international education to strengthen TU’s degree 
programs.  n  “The Wellspring Scholars are an exciting and novel type of endowed faculty position,” 
he adds. “Instead of recruiting established senior faculty, the Wellspring positions engage young 

academicians early in their careers. With generous support of the Chapman Trusts, bridge funding enables TU to jump-
start recruiting with faith that by the time these young faculty members are eligible for tenure, the campaign will have 
provided sufficient new endowment income to work these positions into the operating budget.”  n  “We still have one 
position to fill, but we are very pleased with the talented faculty who carry the Wellspring name already,” Blais says.
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P
Inspiring “rising stars” to join the TU team 
Wellspring Scholars 

Jeff Van Hanken
Assistant Professor of 
Film Studies
“I’m constantly amazed by the talent in 
Tulsa: on the faculty, within the student 
body, and in the city at large, and not just 
now, but historically. However, I also think 
that this talent goes largely unrecognized, 
and I would like to see that change, 
of course. I consider helping students 
overcome their own insecurities an 
enormous part of what I bring to the Film 
Studies Department.”

Jeff Van Hanken always knew he 
wanted to write, and as he explored 
career choices, he “fell in love” 
with fiction filmmaking. He views 
filmmaking as the investigation of 
narrative practice. Narrative, he 
asserts, has become “the hot button 
word for commentators from all 
kinds of spheres these days, whether 
it’s politics, business, medicine or the 
arts.” 

In addition to inspiring students 
and helping them view the world 
with open and inquiring minds, 
Van Hanken is working on his first 
television pilot. He can envision 
a future that includes writing 
and directing films, creating new 
television series, and maybe even 
developing a new technique for 
interactive storytelling. And, while 
he is currently not absorbed in 
nonfiction, Van Hanken has an 
enduring interest in documentary 
filmmaking. 

Evren Ozabayoglu
Associate Professor of 
Petroleum Engineering
“Teaching is rewarding in many ways. 
Meeting different students each year and 
having young and energetic people around 
affects me very positively. Training young 
students based on my knowledge and 
experience and preparing them for real life 
gives me a satisfaction that can’t be achieved 
from any other profession.”

Evren Ozabayoglu spent his 
childhood in Turkey “dragged into 
petroleum engineering and drilling” 
because just about everyone in his 
family was an earth science academic. 
Becoming a teacher was a natural 
ambition, and even in high school, he 
tutored other students in math, physics 
and even classical guitar.

Ozabayoglu knows his discipline is 
important to the world’s knowledge and 
ability to manage challenges wisely. 

“Today’s economy is dominated by 
energy strategies,” he points out. “Due 
to the high consumption of oil and gas 
all over the world, deeper and more 
difficult locations should be explored 
and drilled for oil and gas. That’s 
why developing new technologies and 
searching for more economical ways of 
drilling oil and gas wells are essential.” 

Ozabayoglu’s wife, Bilge, has 
master’s degrees in microbiology and 
molecular biology. They and their two 
sons are enjoying learning to live in 
America.

Michael Troilo
Assistant Professor of 
International Business
“The most admirable characteristic of my 
peers is that they combine brilliance with 
humility. You don’t see too many people here 
put on airs, but they know their stuff. Their 
thirst for knowledge is genuine; it is not a 
cynical attempt to claim superiority over 
others. People here care.”

After finishing his doctorate, Mike 
Troilo attended a conference where 
he met Associate Dean Mark Collins, 
who encouraged him to consider 
TU. That experience exceeded all 
of Troilo’s expectations. The general 
teaching environment plus the 
Wellspring Professorship swayed his 
decision to join the TU faculty. 

“I want to thank the Chapman 
Trusts for funding these Wellspring 
professorships,” he adds.

“It was clear that both the 
president and the provost believed 
that international business was 
important and were actively 
cultivating partnerships in China. 
I’m pleased that this wasn’t mere 
rhetoric; both President Upham 
and Dr. Blais continue to champion 
internationalization across campus.” 

 Troilo particularly enjoys helping 
students decide what they want to 
do with their lives. Honoring their 
trust, he tries to help students be 
both ambitious and realistic as they 
evaluate appropriate career choices.

➤ Advance Scholarship, Research and Economic Development
Rosana KhanTyler JohannesJan Doolittle Wilson

Evren Ozabayoglu

Jeff Van Hanken

Michael Troilo

Rosana Khan
Applied Instructor in 
Portuguese/Spanish
 “Many of my students are 
underclassmen. I tell them that their 
biggest challenge will be to find a 
healthy balance between their academic 
and social lives. It is important to make 
friends and attend social gatherings, but 
those activities will probably end after 
graduation. On the other hand, their GPAs 
will follow them for the rest of their lives! 
I try to encourage my students to focus 
on school work during the weekdays and 
their social lives on the weekends.“ 

Inspired by her mother, who 
is a professor of Spanish and 
Portuguese in Brazil, Rosana Khan 
points out that 30 million people in 
the U.S. alone speak Spanish, and 
that Portuguese is the eighth most-
spoken language in the world. 

“With Brazil hosting both the 
2014 World Cup and the 2016 
Olympic Games, I believe that the 
demand for Portuguese will rise,” 
she adds.

Khan hopes she will continue 
teaching Portuguese and Spanish 
at TU for a long time. She plans 
to write a book comparing 
the grammatical, lexical and 
phonological differences between 
Spanish and Portuguese.

“I absolutely love my job, and 
I would not change anything about 
it!”

Tyler Johannes
Assistant Professor of 
Chemical Engineering
“The Wellspring appointment provided me 
with the resources necessary to build a 
state-of-the-art molecular biology research 
laboratory, where we are working on 
genetically modified algae to produce 
biofuels. We are creating new molecular 
techniques that can be used to increase the 
concentrations of oils and hydrocarbons in 
algae.”

Tyler Johannes’ parents are 
educators and instilled in him a 
lifelong love of learning and a 
passion to teach. He chose chemical 
engineering because he loves 
problem solving and the diversity 
of applications that cross his daily 
routine. His father, brother and wife 
all have degrees in engineering, too. 

Johannes says his discipline is 
particularly important in today’s 
world due to rising energy costs. 
Chemical engineers, he asserts, will 
play a pivotal role in shaping how 
we manage energy resources in the 
next century. For instance, chemical 
engineers will play an important role 
in the transition away from a fossil-
fuel based society to a cleaner, more 
energy sustainable society.

“What drew me to The University 
of Tulsa was the commitment to both 
teaching and research excellence, 
both of which are personal passions of 
mine,” he reflects.

Jan Doolittle Wilson
Associate Professor of History
Director of Women’s and 
Gender Studies
“I am sometimes sought out by students 
who have experienced some form of gender-
based oppression or trauma. By referring 
such students to campus-based or community 
services, by encouraging them to explore gender 
studies scholarship and activism as a way of 
understanding their personal issues, and by simply 
listening empathetically to their stories, I believe 
that I have been able to make a real difference in 
my students’ lives.”

Women’s and Gender Studies analyzes 
the contemporary and historical factors 
that have shaped the current status of 
women and men from all parts of the 
world and explores the various means by 
which women have sought equality and 
empowerment. Jan Doolittle Wilson hopes 
this program helps eliminate attitudes and 
practices that tend to silence women’s and 
men’s voices or that limit, marginalize, 
or subordinate their choices and life 
experiences.  

Wilson enjoys spending time with her 
husband, Nathan, and their two children, 
Zoey and Connor—at the park, bookstore 
or children’s theater. She is also working on 
her second book, a history of racial politics 
within the General Federation Women’s 
Clubs during the early twentieth century.
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The R.M. and Ida McFarlin Dean of 
the Library

A 21st-century library is much more than a 
repository for books and a technology portal to 
the larger world. Generous support from the Leta 
McFarlin Chapman Memorial Trust (1974) and the 
Pauline McFarlin Walter Memorial Trust (1980) has 
enabled TU to claim a position among the top-flight 
academic libraries that derive permanent support 
through deans’ endowments. 

“This endowed chair was essential,” observes 
Sharon Bell, individual trustee for the Chapman 
Trusts, which funded the dean’s endowment. 
“McFarlin needed a dynamic leader — someone who 
understood both the traditional uses of a library and 
the way technology is changing information retrieval 
and storage. Dean Adrian Alexander understands this 
dichotomy very well.” 

Bell offers a wry observation: “We have come 
a long way since the medieval libraries of Europe, 
where books were chained to the walls so they would 
not disappear, and no one was allowed to talk!”

The Frances W. O’Hornett  
Grand Foyer

Frances “Frannie” O’Hornett grew up with 
McFarlin Library, as her grandparents — Ida Mae 
and Robert McFarlin — were the Tulsa leaders who 
made the building possible. As a young adult, she 
watched the library grow when her mother and aunt 
Leta (Chapman) provided funding for a much-needed 
expansion.

In addition to a lifetime of giving, O’Hornett has 

SHARON BELL AND GREG GRAY MARTHA AND CORTLANDT DIETLER ANN GRAVES FRANCIS W. O’HORNETT IDA AND R.M. MCFARLIN PAULINE M. WALTER
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“The Chapman Foundations 
graciously understand that McFarlin 
Library is, in Dr. Upham’s words, 
the ‘literal and symbolic heart of the 
university.’ I am honored to be the 
inaugural holder of the R.M. and Ida 
McFarlin Chair, as dean of this fine 
library. While Stanford, Duke and 
Notre Dame are larger institutions, 
we have much more in common 
with them now by having this fine 
endowment.”

aDrian aLexanDer
Dean, mCfarLin LiBrary
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Restoration and Expansion
t the heart of the university, McFarlin 
Library has stood guard over campus since 
1930 — responding to the demands of the 
information revolution and the learning 
community. The dramatic 2009 expansion 

added 12,000 square feet to the historic building, provided 
new state-of-the-art spaces, consolidated and upgraded 
technology, and restored the library’s grand reading rooms 
and faculty study. 

St. Louis architects Hastings & Chivetta and general 
contractor Lowry and Hemphill Construction of Tulsa paid 
meticulous attention to aesthetic detail and practical needs. 
Construction planners carefully matched the Tennessee 
ledgestone and Vermont slate roof of the original building 
and thoughtfully combined contemporary architectural 
elements with the building’s original character. 

Addition of the technology center solved the condition 
of “creeping computers.” Students and faculty now have 
centralized technology resources with 24/7 access, even 
when the main library is closed. Plaza-level reading 
rooms again welcome students with the same cozy and 
elegant atmosphere the original library offered. On the 
fourth floor, the stately and inviting faculty study exudes 
its original ambience with comfortable spaces both for 
research and reflection.

McFarlin Library gracefully 
and boldly meets 21st 
century needs

A
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Enthusiastic from the beginning, the Chapman 
Trusts have been lead contributors to a variety of 
campaign initiatives, including some very fundamental 
ones. Even in the preliminary stages of planning, the 
Trusts — through individual trustee Sharon Bell ( JD 
’85) — wholeheartedly supported property acquisition 
and realigning roads and utilities to enable the 
Eleventh Street transformation. Soon thereafter, TU 
received the good news that the Trusts would help 
underwrite many of the initiatives centering in the 
McFarlin Library. Bell, a bibliophile herself, says 
endowing the chair for the dean of the library and 
underwriting major remodeling and upgrades were 
projects “near and dear” to her heart. 

The Trusts’ single largest commitment in the 
campaign supports a newly created family of endowed 
faculty positions — the Wellspring Scholars. These 
positions enable TU to recruit young professionals 
with exceptional promise of becoming master 
teachers. The Roxana Rózsa and Robert Eugene 
Lorton Performance Center is also a beneficiary of the 
Trusts’ largesse, as is the innovative partnership with 
the Gilcrease Museum. 

Joining the Incredible Journey

Chapman Trusts bountifully endorse  
the campaign’s objectives

“Every year from now 
until forever, the Chapman 
Trusts will be there for TU. 
But we can’t do it all. We 
need partners!”

sharon BeLL, esq.
inDiviDUaL TrUsTee, 

Chapman TrUsTs

Bell, a TU Law grad in a 
family “that bleeds blue and 
gold,” remembers fondly 
her early childhood in the 
company of the Chapman 
Trusts’ namesakes. She 
remembers with deep 
affection the Rogers family. 
Sharon’s father, William 
Bell, was Rogers’ law 
partner. Together, they 
represented the Chapman-
McFarlin-Barnard interests throughout their careers. 
As the second-generation of Rogers & Bell attorneys 
serving the McFarlin-Chapman interests, Bell knows 
that her work and her passion help preserve these 
families’ legacies. 

 “Mr. and Mrs. Chapman and their daughters 
believed that the most important gift we can ever 
pass to others is educational opportunity. I hope that 
everyone who hears about the Embrace the Future 
Campaign joins us on this incredible journey,” Bell 
adds. 
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extended her philanthropy with estate gift plans, as 
well. Half of her endowment provisions will help the 
McFarlin Library and half will enhance Presidential 
Scholarships, another project close to her heart.

“TU has always been a part of my life, and just 
entering this beautiful and spacious sanctuary makes 
me happy,” she observes.

Ann and Jack Graves Faculty Study
When returning World War II veterans enrolled 

at TU, McFarlin’s splendid reading rooms were 
converted into mass study halls. Practical but hardly 
attractive, these rooms have now been restored to 
their original ambience and purpose. 

Trustee Ann Graves underwrote the extensive 
refurbishing of this historic space in memory of her 
late husband, Jack, a tireless philanthropist for Tulsa, 
the energy industry, and higher education.

 “To have a part in creating facilities that will last 
several lifetimes is a powerful invitation. I know that 
Jack would be as pleased as I am about this useful and 
elegantly refurbished space,” says Graves.

Gray Student Commons  
Sharon Bell ( JD ’85) and Greg Gray (BS ’76, JD 

’85) met on campus when both were law students. 
They married and became active TU volunteers. As 
McFarlin Fellows for years, the couple took an early 
interest in the proposed library renovation/expansion 
plans. Fortunately for TU, they agreed to serve as 
cochairs for the campaign’s Library and Computing 
Committee. Then they proceeded to fund the 
renovation of important student space.

 “The gift that we made for Gray Student 
Commons,” says the couple, “represents how 
important libraries in general, and McFarlin, in 
particular, are to us.”

Pauline M. Walter Academic 
Technology Center 

Underwriting for this much-needed technology 
upgrade comes from the J. A. Chapman and Leta 
M. Chapman Charitable Trust (1966) and the Leta 
McFarlin Chapman Memorial Trust (1974). Leta 
Chapman and Pauline Walter were daughters of the 
library’s first donors, Robert and Ida Mae (Barnard) 
McFarlin. Walter also had the distinction of being 
the second woman ever elected to the TU Board of 
Trustees, serving in 1929 and 1930. 

Attorney Sharon Bell is the individual trustee for 
the Chapman Trusts. “The tech center is a wonderful 
addition and is well used already,” she says. “I think 
that Mrs. Walter would be delighted with how beautiful 
the reading rooms now look and how McFarlin once 
again sparkles.”

Cort and Martha Dietler Café
When TU leaders were planning the Donald W. 

Reynolds Center, Cortlandt Dietler (BA ’47), then a TU 
trustee, often pointed out that gathering places were 
important on a university campus. A natural extension 
of the couple’s interest in campus environments, the 
Cort and Martha Dietler Café provides convivial space 
for students to break from their studies over a cup of 
coffee or light snack. 

President Upham has praised the Dietlers’ devotion 
to their alma mater, even though they spent most of 
their adult lives in Colorado. Cort died in 2008 in 
Denver, where Martha (BA ’44) continues to live.
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“When I received my MBA from 
Harvard, there were 300 MBA 
graduates in the country. It was 
a specialty. Today, it is not a 
specialty, but a necessity! When 
you understand that TU is the 
highest ranking business school in 
Oklahoma, doesn’t it make good 
sense to invest in it? I think TU’s 
growth and improvement over 
these past years make it a very 
attractive project to support.”

waLTer heLmeriCh, iii
Chairman of The BoarD 
heLmeriCh & payne, inC.

Among the campaign accomplishments to date 
are the following:
n Creation within Helmerich Hall of the Williams Student Services 

Center, which includes the new Business Career Development Center, 
graduate and undergraduate business advising offices, and the office 
of the associate dean.

n Funding of 16 new endowed graduate business scholarships

n Naming of Mike Troilo as Wellspring Assistant Professor of 
International Business

n Establishment of the Mervin Bovaird Chair in Business 
Communication

n Creation of a new endowed business professorship by the Edward E. 
and Helen T. Bartlett Foundation

n Launching of the new Collins College of Business MBA program in 
August of 2009

Other recent significant developments in the Collins College of 
Business, in addition to those funded by the Collins and Helmerich 
Campaign, include:

n Lori Leonard named Collins Professor of Management Information 
Systems

n Tracy Manly named ONEOK Professor of Business

n Creation of a new Management Information System (MIS)  
laboratory

PRESIDENT STEADMAN UPHAM, PEGGY AND WALT HELMERICH, AND DEAN GALE SULLENBERGER 
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Challenge funds enhance 
a signature program

“The opportunity to study abroad 
gave me new insight into the 
international energy industry. I 
was able to compare and apply my 
TU studies in a completely different 
environment. The global perspective 
my classmates and I have received 
encourages us to explore new ideas 
and solutions to the challenges that 
face our profession.”

BeCKy BowDen, CLass of 2010 (DeCemBer)
enerGy manaGemenT

CoLLins CoLLeGe of BUsiness 

Becky spent the summer of 2009 in Aberdeen, Scotland, 
studying the UK oil and gas industry and will complete 
her third internship with Chevron in the summer of 
2010.

Realign 
Curriculum for 
an Increasingly 
International 

World
X

New Names Herald Great Changes
U’s Business Administration Hall is now 
Helmerich Hall, home of the recently named 
Collins College of Business. The Board of 
Trustees made these changes in 2008 to 
recognize the bold leadership and generosity of 

Walter Helmerich, III and the late Fulton Collins.
President Steadman Upham, Dean Gale Sullenberger and 

Collins, then chairman of the board, began envisioning a 
world-class MBA program in 2007. Soon afterwards, prominent 
businessman Walter Helmerich III joined the leadership team, 
and the momentum escalated.

The Collins and Helmerich families created a $15 million 
matching fund to raise $30 million to strengthen graduate 
business offerings and realign the curriculum to meet 21st 
century opportunities. Objectives included securing endowment 
funding for 30 graduate business scholarships, six new endowed 
faculty chairs, and improved career opportunities for all 
business graduates.

Sullenberger says the college faculty “picked up the ball 
and ran with it, making significant improvements to the MBA 
program in a short period of time.”  

The new program is designed to meet the needs of full-
time students and employed professionals in the Tulsa region. 
Already the new program is attracting MBA students with 
significantly improved academic credentials. The graduate 
business core courses are now concentrated in the first year of 
study; the second year enables MBA students an opportunity 
to tailor their programs to their own interests and career 
goals. Placing much greater emphasis on leadership, the 
revised curriculum also focuses on ethics, teamwork, and 
communication skills. In addition, students have the opportunity 
to gain highly specialized knowledge in one of seven business 
concentrations.

The campaign is well on its way to completion; generous 
donors have already pledged $22 million of the original goal. 
Helmerich urges the business community and individuals to 
support these campaign initiatives. 

“The scholarship challenge is an opportunity in which 
everyone can participate,” he concludes. “I hope others will 
think about what a great way it is to honor or memorialize a 
family member.”

Collins College of Business

T



FULTON COLLINS DAVE AND LESLIE LAWSON BILL BLAIR STEVE MALCOLM, WILLIAMS THE OXLEY FAMILY

Surprise announcement: Fulton Collins was 
surprised by an announcement during the 
May 2008 Commencement ceremonies — 
the College of  Business Administration would 
now be known as the Collins College of  
Business.
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TU thanks the visionary companies and families that have provided lead gifts to 
help the university realign its curriculum to meet 21st century opportunities.

J. Bradley Oxley Endowed Chair (continuing funding), Oxley Foundation

Endowed Professor of Business Communications, Mervin Bovaird Foundation

ONEOK Professorship in Business Administration, ONEOK

Williams Student Services Center in the Collins College of Business
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➤ Realign Curriculum for an Increasingly International World

Fast Facts
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration 

(BSBA)

Accounting Management
Economics  Management Information Systems
Energy Management Marketing
Finance

Graduate Degree Programs 

Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Master of Science in Finance (MSF)

Master of Science in Finance and Master of Science 
in Applied Mathematics (MSF/MSAM)

Master of Taxation-Online (MTAX)

Dual Juris Doctor: JD/MBA, JD/MSF, 

 JD/MTAX

Both undergraduate and graduate programs are 
accredited by AACSB International, The Association 
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Less 
than one-third of U.S. business schools and less than 
15 percent of business schools worldwide meet the 
rigorous standards of AACSB International — the 
highest standard of achievement for business schools. 
The Collins College of Business is the only private, 
AACSB-accredited business school in the state of 
Oklahoma.

Lawson Family Endowment for 
Entrepreneurship

“The endowed chair in entrepreneurship is a natural for our 
family and a perfect fit for students who aspire to own and 
manage their own businesses someday. Fulton Collins and 
Walt Helmerich created a large matching challenge for the 
MBA program with the long-term vision that recruiting 
outstanding faculty would position the business school to 
recruit outstanding students into the program. The success 
of  our MBA graduates will validate the exceptional program 
at TU.”

Dave Lawson (Bs ’70)

Chairman of TU’s Board of Trustees, David Lawson, and 
his wife, Leslie, funded this new faculty position to expand 
business offerings within the new MBA initiatives.  

The Bill Blair Chairs in Business

“I hope my endowment of  business chairs will help to 
attract superior educators, and any scholarships which I can 
provide will help those students complete their degree.  
I know very well how important such help can be. 
I would certainly recommend anyone ready for college to 
consider TU. Its small size compared to tax-supported 
schools, plus the small size of  classes, is a distinct 
advantage. The academic quality of  the school is certainly 
outstanding.”

BiLL BLair (Bs ’50)
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“The Center will be a spacious showcase for ballet, opera, 
symphonies, theater, film festivals, recitals, choruses, 
exhibits, receptions — we just can’t wait!”
     BoB anD roxana LorTon

Fast Facts
Lorton Performance Center will provide:

n 70,000 square feet of space to celebrate and enjoy the fine and performing arts

n 700-seat, two-level auditorium

n Full orchestra pit

n Grand lobby and exhibition space

n Recital and lecture halls

n 15 practice rooms and labs for piano, composition, film scoring and production

n Student lounge and faculty offices for the School of Music and the Department 
of Film Studies

n Scheduled Completion Date — Fall 2011

“This is a dream come true! 
It seems as if  we have been 
talking about the need for a 
performance center forever. 
How fun it is to picture all of  
the talented young people 
we will watch over the 
years and celebrate as they 
become stars!”

BoB anD roxana LorTon

Lorton Performance 
Center will transform east 
campus and transform lives
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“This entire campaign priority and 
especially the Roxana Rózsa and 
Robert Eugene Lorton Performing 
Arts Center are so important to our 
arts community! I am confident that 
these initiatives will forge many new 
partnerships, raising the public’s 
awareness about the importance of 
the arts to the economic and cultural 
vitality of our city.”

Ken BUsBy, Ba ’89
exeCUTive DireCTor anD Ceo

arTs & hUmaniTies CoUnCiL of TULsa

Extend 
TU’s Legacy of 

Community 
Partnership and 

Service
X

Years of Hoping, Years of Dreaming

T

Roxana and Bob Lorton sign the final beam to be placed in the 
construction of  the Lorton Performance Center.

he city of Tulsa has embraced this school since its 
first “stockholders” raised the funds to move Henry 
Kendall College here in 1907. They acted upon a 
belief that first-class cities need fine universities in their 
midst. Indeed, TU’s first supporters had the foresight 

to envision a lively community of learning that would attract scholars 
and students to infuse the city with creativity and zeal. In the early 
years, half the students enrolled studied music.

In the century since, TU and its namesake city have created an 
impressive synergy for the fine and performing arts. Through film 
festivals and musical scoring competitions to breath-taking choral 
concerts and rollicking jazz, TU offers lively fare to entertain and 
inspire.

Whether students are continuing to graduate school or preparing 
for a performance career or just enjoying offerings outside their 
own fields of study to round out their educational experiences, 
spacious, state-of-the art facilities will make their journeys ones to 
cherish. Through the generous gifts of friends, alumni and charitable 
foundations, rising from the ground is a venue worthy of the good 
work and talent that have always distinguished TU’s “arts people.” 
And now, TU joyfully gives back to the community by enriching 
cultural opportunities for the entire region.
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TU names this important space in appreciation 
for a lead gift from Nancy and Peter Meinig, both 
trustees. The couple chose this campaign initiative 
because they feel strongly about the importance of 
the arts in peoples’ lives and have always been avid 
supporters of both the visual and performing arts.

Grateful Appreciation and Great Progress
TU names The James and Leta Chapman Balcony, a gift from the James and Leta Charitable 
Trust, and the Jean Pape Adams Colonnade, a gift from the Judith and Jean Pape Adams Charitable 
Foundation. The Lorton Performance Center’s park-like setting, Jackson Green, honors the generous 
lead gift from Shelley and Steve Jackson.

Adding much needed space Nancy E. and 
Peter C. Meinig Recital Hall

NANCY AND PETER MEINIG

“Our hope for TU is that it continues on its 
current trajectory of  becoming the best 

that it can be, recognized regionally and 
nationally for its excellence. The emphasis on 

the arts, provided by the new performance 
hall, should play a major role in reaching the 

goal of  top 50.”                    
      

      nanCy meiniG
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➤ Extend TU’s Legacy of Community Partnership and Service

                          Joining the Incredible Journey

Auditorium honors Tulsa Philharmonic 
pioneers: Herbert and Rosaline Gussman

“The new performance center is in the flight 
way of  Tulsa International Airport. We hope 
visitors flying over our new building will feel 

both a welcome to Tulsa and a fond farewell! 
Can’t you just hear strains of  ‘Oklahoma’ 

playing in the background?”
eLLen aDeLson, TrUsTee

STEPHEN AND ELLEN ADELSON

Ellen and Stephen Adelson made a lead gift 
for the Lorton Performance Center in memory of 
Ellen’s parents, Herbert and Rosaline Gussman. 
Gussman and his friend, Burch Mayo, were the 
founders of the Tulsa Philharmonic in 1948 and 
devoted themselves to Tulsa’s cultural life.

In addition, the entire Gussman family 
pursued many years of music lessons with TU 
faculty members. Herb studied piano with 
Boyd Ringo, and Ellen and her sister, Barbara 
(Heyman), took lessons from his wife, Helen.

 “My mother enjoyed studying opera at 
TU,” Ellen adds. “I believe her professor must 
have been Béla Rósza, Roxana Lorton’s famous 
father. So it really is full circle for us to be giving 
back to a musical community that has provided 
so much pleasure and encouragement to our 
family.”

HERB AND ROSALINE GUSSMAN
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TU-Gilcrease Museum partnership strengthens 
and diversifies service to campus and community

The University of Tulsa and the City of Tulsa entered into 
an historic and innovative management partnership agreement 
in 2008 to ensure the advancement and financial viability of 
the city-owned Gilcrease Museum and to introduce a broad-
based academic and research component for TU students and 
scholars worldwide.

Since the partnership began, TU has raised more than $20 
million in multiyear commitments to address the museum’s 
programming and capital needs, critical personnel needs, 
and capital improvements. These gifts will add more than 
$2 million annually during the next five years to the museum’s 
operating budget, allowing Gilcrease to move forward with 
strategic improvements that include hiring additional curatorial 
staff, expanding educational outreach, and restarting its 
conservation lab.

Sharon Bell ( JD ’85), individual trustee for the Chapman 
Trusts, views the alliance as an “unparalleled opportunity 
to grow research arenas for TU — a learning lab for history, 
anthropology, Spanish, art and business management.”

Philanthropist Walter Helmerich III calls the partnership 
“the greatest thing that could ever happen to Tulsa. In five 
years, the Gilcrease Museum will be as well known as any fine 
museum in the United States.”

Signs of Progress and Promise
n The museum’s operating budget has 

increased by more than $2 million per 
year. 

n Duane H. King, Ph.D., is the vice president 
of museum affairs and executive director of 
Gilcrease. 

n The curatorial staff has doubled.

n The art conservation lab has reopened 
under the care of a new chief conservator.

n An interdisciplinary masters program in 
Museum Science and Management has 
begun.

n The university has acquired a large and 
important research collection of Charles 
M. Russell, making Gilcrease the definitive 
collection of Russell material.

n Improvements include updating the Vista 
Room, remodeling the Restaurant at 
Gilcrease, and enhancing the grounds.

Generous support for this innovative partnership includes lead gifts from the George Kaiser Family 
Foundation, Walter and Peggy Helmerich, the Mervin Bovaird Foundation, the H.A. and Mary K. 
Chapman Foundations, Henry Zarrow and Jack and Maxine Zarrow.
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Quiet philanthropist loved music and loved TU
TU names the performance stage in tribute to 

the generous bequest from the estate of Nan Ida 
Jankowsky. Never married, Jankowsky lived her 
entire life in Tulsa and attended TU for one year in 
the 1930s. Her seven nieces and nephews remember 
with fondness the camaraderie they enjoyed with her 
at TU football games over many decades.

In addition to athletics, however, this quiet 
philanthropist loved music and played piano until 
her later years. Upon her death, the TU School of 
Music received her Steinway grand piano and a large 
portion of her estate. Her will stipulated that her 
bequest be used for “the construction or addition to 
the Fine Arts or Music Department buildings.”

“Nan’s family members have watched with interest 
as the plans for this impressive structure have 
unfolded. Surely our aunt hoped that her gift would 
improve TU’s fine and performing arts, but we will 
never know if  she envisioned that she would be 
providing the seed money for such an important 
initiative. We believe she would be delighted that her 
generosity is helping create a marvelous place for 
TU’s talented students to perform. It is exciting.”

paULa anD maLCoLm miLsTen

 “What an attractive new venue we will have for 
the performing and fine arts! This initiative is great 
for our city and very helpful for TU’s students. 
In the past, students have delivered many fine 
performances in spite of  crowding; soon, they 
will have so much more room in which to create 
excellence. The larger stage and stagecraft 
areas and numerous practice rooms will be great 
advances for our students.” 

ann Graves, TrUsTee

Mrs. Ann Graves points out that the Lorton 
Performance Center has benefited from thoughtful 
planning, where every space has more than one 
use. She credits the Construction Committee with 
going the extra mile on the acoustics for the Grand 
Hall that leads to the auditorium. A gift from Mrs. 
Graves made possible the construction of the 
grand hall.

“Devotees of the arts can gather there for quiet 
conversations and small dinners. At the same time, 
they might be viewing an exhibit or meeting the 
director and cast. I think it is so clever and useful!”

NAN JANKOWSKY THE GRAVES FAMILY 

Grand hall provides space to gather

➤ Extend TU’s Legacy of Community Partnership and Service
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DONNE PITMAN AND JERRY DICKMAN   BILL, SUSAN, JILL AND BOB THOMAS JOE AND KATHY CRAFT MIKE AND PAT CASE
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The goal to build success in NCAA Division I 
athletics moved quickly to tangible results with the 
renovation and transformation of Skelly Field into the 
H. A. Chapman Stadium. Trustees of the H. A. and 
Mary K. Chapman Foundations, Donne Pitman and 
Jerry Dickman, pledged the lead gift to rebuild and 
modernize old Skelly — a project that Pitman calls a 
natural fit with the Foundations’ objectives to assist 
educational and youth initiatives in Oklahoma. 

Opening in time for the 2008 football season, the 
H. A. Chapman Stadium returns to the architectural 
motifs of the original Skelly and the rest of campus. It 

has capacity for 30,000 fans, including a club level and 
luxury suites. Every feature — from the scoreboard to 
the press box — is modern and attractive and is often 
called the finest stadium of its size in collegiate athletics. 

Dickman adds that this major gift will not be 
the last one. “We have enjoyed working with many 
other supporters in most aspects of TU’s phenomenal 
progress and its significance to our community. We 
expect to continue supporting TU both with our 
resources and our services as this special university 
moves consistently along its path to recognition as one 
of the finest colleges in the United States.”

H. A. Chapman Stadium takes Skelly Field to New Level
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“Sometimes, it takes my breath away 
to remember where I started and to 
think about how far I have come — 
growing as a person, a basketball 
player, and a young lady. I am so 
thankful for the opportunity. It is 
overwhelming to think about how TU 
believed in me and what a wonderful 
life has been opened to me. I am so 
thankful for the opportunity and will 
do anything TU ever asks of me.”

TanDem mays (Bs ’07) 
assisTanT women’s BasKeTBaLL CoaCh 

roGers sTaTe UniversiTy

Build 
Reputation in 

NCAA Division I 
Athletics

X

Golden Hurricane Athletics

Good for prospective and 
current students, good for 
Tulsa, and good for fans!

s trustees and administrators envisioned how the 
Embrace the Future Campaign could enhance the 
collegiate experience for all, they recognized the 
vital role Golden Hurricane athletics plays. They 
also understood that a strong athletics program 

is a university’s most visible ambassador and has the ability to 
create instant name recognition, as well as provide hours of 
entertainment for the home community.

As TU’s sports programs have garnered more championships 
and prestige, Conference USA’s media partners, ESPN and 
CBS College Sports, have brought increased national television 
exposure to TU. Viewing audiences often become inspired to 
learn more about The University of Tulsa in all of its dimensions.

The plan that unfolded included three strategic goals, 
all of which are being accomplished with deep support and 
unparalleled enthusiasm. To build success in NCAA Division I 
athletics, campaign planners adopted the following goals:

1.  Enhance and expand existing athletics facilities so every 
sport has a campus “home” field or court.

2.  Secure resources to recruit and retain top-tier coaching 
talent.

3.  Create endowed scholarships to attract and educate a 
consistent pool of national-caliber student-athletes. 

A
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Our most loyal encourager  
shares words of wisdom

“One thing I learned many years ago is that character 
counts — in business, in friendship, and in your personal 
endeavors. Character comes from challenging yourself 
and from spending time under the tutelage of success and 
failure – those indispensable twin teachers. By supporting 
the athletics initiatives in this campaign, I am pleased to 
help TU’s student-athletes challenge themselves to the 
fullest while inspiring others to do the same.”  

henry Zarrow

Hurricane fans open 
their hearts and 
pocketbooks

HENRY zARROW BILL AND SUzANNE WARREN JIM AND MARGERY BIRD, STEADMAN UPHAM, FULTON COLLINS 

“A few years ago, I am not sure how many people 
nationally could have told you anything about 
The University of  Tulsa. However, the athletic teams’ 
successes and national television exposure have given 
the school’s profile a huge boost in all corners of  the 
country! Now if  we could just teach everyone that Golden 
Hurricane is singular, but that may be a bigger challenge.”

CarTer BLaCKBUrn
espn pLay-By-pLay CommenTaTor 

who has CovereD TU fooTBaLL, BasKeTBaLL anD sofTBaLL

TU honors these good friends whose lead gifts to the 
campaign are helping achieve our goal of building 
success in NCAA Division I Athletics.

Endowed Athletic Scholarships
Nick and Barbara Allen 
Pat and Don Hardin
Jean and Ellis Jenkins
Bob and Sandra Norman
Charles Powell

Coaches’ Salary Funds
Barbara and Nick Allen 
Pat and Mike Case
Kathy and Joe Craft
Kathy Taylor and Bill Lobeck
Suzanne and Bill Warren
Henry Zarrow

Chapman Stadium 
H. A. and M. K. Chapman Foundation
Kathy and Joe Craft
Kathy Taylor and Bill Lobeck
ONEOK
Susan and Bill Thomas
Jill and Bob Thomas

Case Athletic Complex
Pat and Mike Case
Suzanne and Bill Warren

Other Athletic Initiatives
Pat and Arnold Brown
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ONEOK
A major gift from ONEOK, a Fortune 500 

energy company headquartered in Tulsa, further 
propelled the stadium renovation project toward 
speedy completion. Former trustee and alumnus 
David Kyle (MBA ’87) observes that the company 
he served as chairman wanted to support the project 
wholeheartedly.

“We hope everyone who attends an event in 
Chapman Stadium recognizes how fortunate we are 
to have such a modern facility in Tulsa. ONEOK has 
many opportunities to sustain Tulsa’s reputation as a 
progressive city with a great quality of life; helping 
TU is one of the win/win ways to do this.”

Thomas Plaza
Brothers Bill and Bob Thomas attended TU on 

football scholarships and graduated with Bachelor of 
Science degrees in 1974. As co-owners of Senior Star 
Living, the Thomas brothers have comprehensive 
professional experience in creating inviting 
environments. Along with their wives, Susan and 
Jill (BA ’77, JD ’86), these families have inspired 
broad support from fellow alumni athletes. During 
the project’s final stage of fundraising, the Thomas 
Challenge matched dollar-for-dollar the gifts of other 
alumni and friends.

Thomas Plaza is providing a welcome place 
for game day activities and other outside festivities 
throughout the year. It is the Thomas families’ hope 
that all who walk through Thomas Plaza experience 
“a new window to TU’s pristine places.”

Tulsa Business Community  
Makes Sports Dreams Happen

Symbol of Commitment
The Case Athletic Complex contains an academic 

support center for all athletes — symbolizing TU’s 
commitment to high academic standards for every 
student-athlete. The 30,000-square-foot facility 
also includes football coaches’ offices and locker 
room, game day suites, rooms for athletic training, 
equipment, and video production, and a Lettermen’s 
Club suite.

Upon pledging the lead gift, Pat and Mike Case 
expressed their hope that the complex would also be 
“invaluable in recruiting top-notch student-athletes 
from throughout the country.” And that, indeed, is just 
what TU is experiencing. With sparkling new facilities 
all around them, talented prospective students 
who visit campus are delighted with TU’s obvious 
commitment to athletics.

“While Pat and I did not graduate 
from TU, it has become my adopted 
alma mater. I enjoy helping TU when 
the need arises. Pat and I believe this 
project is one that will benefit both the 
university and the city of  Tulsa.” 
     
  miKe Case

“Every time TU football — and the scoreboard — 
are televised nationally, it is good for all of  us: the 
teams, the entire TU community and alumni, and our 
city. Through athletic and academic achievements, 
Tulsa is becoming a nationally-recognized university, 
and we are pleased to play a part in that success. 
The Chapman Stadium project helps us attract 
interest from prospective athletes, but also from 
others who can tell that TU is on the move.”

Joe anD KaThy CrafT



Back row, left to right: Nick Allen (BS ’70), Duane Wilson (BS ’62), 
Helen Wilson, Jo Siegfried, Leslie Lawson, Dave Lawson (BS ’70), 
Steadman Upham, Roxana Lorton (BA ’63), Sharon Bell (JD ’85), 
Greg Gray (BS ’76, JD ’85), Kathie Coyle and Chip McElroy (BS ’85). 
Seated: Barbara Allen (BS ’70), Don Hardin, Pat Hardin, 
Bob Lorton (BA ’64), Susie Collins and Sharon McElroy (BS ’86).

Athletics
Barbara and Nick Allen
Pat and Don Hardin
Fine and Performing Arts 
Ellen and Stephen Adelson
Kathie and John Coyle

The Embracing the Future tagline — it’s all about people — aptly describes our campaign cabinet. We love our 
volunteers — people who have many interests but a powerful common goal. We are thrilled and grateful that the 
selfless men and women leading the campaign committees have indeed embraced a vision of  what our city and our 
university can become. They are passionate about TU and its students and have been enormously generous with 
their own resources as we launch this far-reaching and important initiative.”
     BoB anD roxana LorTon

Embrace the Future Campaign Cabinet

Campaign Co-Chairs
Roxana and Robert Lorton

Library and Computing
Sharon Bell and Greg Gray
Student Scholarships and 
Programs
Leslie and David Lawson
Jo and Raymond (Tray) 
Siegfried III

Board of  Trustees Chairman
David Lawson
President
Steadman Upham

Committee Chairs
Endowed Faculty Positions
Susie Collins 
Nancy and Peter Meinig
Science and Engineering Building
Sharon and Arthur H. (Chip) McElroy II
Helen and Duane Wilson
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For more information on current and deferred giving to support the campaign, 
please visit our Web site at www.utulsa.edu/WaysToGive/campaign, or call Jan 
zink, senior vice president of  planning and outreach at (918) 631-2565.

Embrace the Future

he University of Tulsa is deeply 
grateful for every gift already received 
for the Embrace the Future Campaign. 
Our generous friends have pledged 
more than $361 million in lead 

gifts, assuring the campaign’s success and preparing a 
strong beginning for our public phase. 

Every student who will receive a scholarship, every 
faculty member who will teach in a state-of-the-art 
building, every person whose life will be enriched 
through lively arts and athletic events join us in 
expressing profound appreciation. 

Now we invite others — friends and alumni, 
parents and employees, businesses and charitable 
foundations — to join us in completing this major 

effort to claim TU’s position as one of America’s Top 
50 universities.

Some of TU’s most transformational gifts are 
realized through thoughtful estate planning. Planned 
or deferred gifts enable our donors opportunities to 
participate in the Embrace the Future Campaign and 
receive recognition now. In addition, these bequests, 
trusts, life income plans, insurance policies and other 
planned gifts help the university plan confidently for 
the future — when these gifts will be received. 

The wide variety of planned giving vehicles 
offers excellent opportunities for donors to consider 
imaginative and far-reaching support for the future 
and, often, to receive favorable tax considerations 
now.

Ways that you can help

T
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Warren Hipsher (BS ’49, EdD 
’60) retired in 2009 from The 
University of  Tulsa School of  
Education after 49 years of  dedi-
cated service. 

1960
Paul Cooper (BS ’69) is a veteran 
television and motion picture 
screenwriter with over 60 pro-
duced credits, including Little 
House on the Prairie, The Waltons, 

1940
Paul Y. Burns (BS ’41) won gold 
medals in badminton, tennis 
and track, and a silver medal 
in table tennis in the 85-89 age 
category at the Louisiana Senior 
Olympic games during the fall of  
2009. Paul is professor emeritus 
of  forestry at Louisiana State 
University’s School of  Renewable 
Natural Resources. 

Class notes now online!
Class Notes are now available at the new and improved 

TUAlumni.com. Publish your news instantly and search for your 
fellow alumni. To register for the site and submit or search for 
Class Notes, visit www.TUAlumni.com. 

Decades after Laurence J. “Larry” Yadon II (BA 
’70) and his sister, Cheryl Yadon Forrest (BS ’74), 
graduated from TU and built successful lives, each 
has become a published author. 

A Tulsa-based attorney, mediator and 
arbitrator, Yadon serves as general counsel for the 
Southwestern Power Administration. Yadon has 
coauthored four books on the notorious characters 
of the Wild West, including 100 Oklahoma Outlaws, 
Gangsters & Lawmen, 200 Texas Outlaws and Lawmen: 
1835-1935, 10 Deadly Texans, and the recently 
published Arizona Gunfighters.  His books were 
written with Daniel Anderson and edited by Robert 
Barr Smith. 

As an undergraduate at TU, Yadon was fascinated 
with U.S. history and studied under William Settle, 
a noted Jesse James scholar. Yadon found himself 
increasingly drawn to fantastic stories of the 
larger-than-life characters who became part of the 
mythology of the American West and Southwest. Ten 
Deadly Texans was recently noted as a “well-paced 
book written in excellent narrative style” with the 
clearest account yet written of the complex Mason 
County range war yet written. 

Forrest, a former dancer and president emeritus of 
Tulsa Ballet, has a special passion for the company, 
which played an important role during her formative 
years. Forrest undertook a nearly two-decade labor of 
love in telling the story of the company’s founder, a 
star who worked with the most noted choreographers 
of his day. Roman Jasinski: A Gypsy Prince from the 
Ballet Russe was authored with Georgia Snoke and 
designed by Carol Haralson. 

The 2008 memoir has been well-received 
by critics, who have called it “one of the most 
informative and readable studies of the Ballets Russes 
written to date.” The book is based on Forrest’s hours 
of interviews with Jasinski prior to his 1991 death, 
and also includes original research conducted across 
the United States and Europe. 

Both Yadon and Forrest are planning future 
works, but are tight-lipped about the plans at this 
point. And even though their works to date have 
been in disparate subjects, the siblings say that a 
future collaboration remains a distinct possibility.

Writing is all in the family for these alumni

Cheryl Yadon Forrest (BS ’74) and Laurence J. “Larry” Yadon II (BA ’70) 

Highway to Heaven and Murder, 
She Wrote. Paul has won three 
Emmys, the Humanitas Prize 
and Writers Guild Award. His 
feature film, Once Upon a Time 
When We Were Colored, based on 
Clifton Taulbert’s biography, 
won numerous awards. Paul’s 
Showtime film, The Maldonado 
Miracle, was recognized with five 
Emmy nominations. His film, 
The Note, was the third highest 
rated Hallmark Channel Movie 
of  all time. Paul was story edi-
tor on Oprah Winfrey’s series 
Brewster Place, has taught film and 
television writing at Pepperdine 
University and has lectured at TU 

for Michael Wright. He currently 
has a feature motion picture script 
under option to be produced this 
summer. Paul’s novel, Because I 
Can, has become required read-
ing for foreign exchange students 
sponsored by the Reagan Legacy 
Foundation. Paul and his wife, 
Donna, currently live in the Los 
Angeles area.

1970
Virgil Albertini (PhD ’74) is co-
editor of  Teaching the Works of  Willa 
Cather, a new book of  essays that 
examines the novels and short 
fiction of  the noted 20th century 
writer. 

We are pleased to announce the sixth annual TU Uncorked wine 
festival sponsored by the Tulsa Chapter of The University of Tulsa 
Alumni Association on Friday, June 4, 2010 at the historic Cain’s 
Ballroom in downtown Tulsa. Proceeds from TU Uncorked benefit 
The University of Tulsa Alumni Association Scholarship Fund. This 
fund provides scholarships for students from the Tulsa area who have 
financial need and wish to attend TU.

Taylor (BA ’02, JD ’06) Burke and Rita Moschovidis (BSBA ’04) 
Burke are chairing the event. Honorary chairs are Jim (BS ’66) and 
Judy (’67) Miller. Event cochairs are Siegmund (MBA ’03) and Ann 
Marie Brown. 

To register, please visit www.TUAlumni.com, or call (918) 631-2555.
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Friday, June 4
Sixth Annual TU Uncorked

SaTurday, June 5
Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure in 
Washington, D.C.

Sunday, June 6
TU Meet your Classmates in St. Louis

SaTurday, SepTember 18
TU Fan Trip to OSU for football game

OcTOber 29-31
TU Fan Trip to Notre Dame for football 
game

For a full list of TU Alumni events, visit 
our Web site at www.TUAlumni.com. 

As a graduate (or former student with 
at least 60 credit hours of TU coursework), 
you are automatically a member of the TU 
Alumni Association and eligible to enjoy all 
the benefits it entails. 

For more information, visit the new and 
improved TU Alumni Web site and online 
community at www.TUAlumni.com. 

6th annual TU Uncorked  
at Cain’s Ballroom

2010 Football Fan 
Trips and Parties 

The Alumni Association and the 
Golden Hurricane Club are pleased 
to announce the third annual Rock 
You Like a Hurricane Tour. Stops 
will include a bus trip to Oklahoma 
State on September 18, and pre-
game parties at SMU on October 9 
and Houston on November 13. 

In addition, the Alumni 
Association and the Golden 
Hurricane Club are partnering 
with Spears Travel for a fan travel 
package to see TU play at Notre 
Dame the weekend of October 
30. Details are available at www.
TUAlumni.com, or by calling Tom 
at Spears Travel at (918) 254-1608 
or (800) 688-8033. Book your 
Notre Dame travel by 
August 27. 

For a list of 
Alumni Association 
TU Tavern on the 
Green home tent 
parties on Chapman 
Commons, visit 
your official alumni 
Web site at www.
TUAlumni.com. 

Connect with your 
local TU Alumni 
from coast to coast

The TU Alumni Association now 
reaches from Los Angeles to New York. 
The 10 chapters and 17 clubs are the 
perfect venue to connect to TU in your 
part of the world. 

Each chapter and club has its own 
character, but they all connect alumni 
to The University of Tulsa. Individual 
chapters and clubs host university speakers, 
sponsor athletic-related events for Tulsa 
fans, provide business and professional 
networking, cultivate relationships, serve 
as student recruiters, and offer social and 
service events. 

Visit www.TUAlumni.com to get 
involved in a TU Alumni Chapter or Club 
in your area or start a club today!

Upcoming 
EvEnts

TM

For sponsorship and volunteer opportunities, contact Jeffrey Rudd at 
jeffrey-rudd@utulsa.edu, or (918) 631-2092.
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The Southwest Missouri Alumni Club launched on November 19, 2009 
with an event in Springfield with over 50 alumni and friends in attendance. 
Pictured are Club Representative Meghan Sargeant Sponenberg (BA ’94), 
Darla Daily Rosen (BA ’93) and Brian Gelner (BSBA ’94). 

Jennifer Howell, DO (BS ’98) married Scott Welle, DO on April 25, 
2009 in Jennifer’s hometown of  Tucson, Ariz. Jennifer practices obstetrics 
and gynecology in Warren, Mich. where Scott is finishing his general 
surgery residency. They have a 13-year-old dog, Puck, who used to spend 
his early years terrorizing the TU campus. Jennifer and Scott will be moving 
to Chicago in July 2010. 

Monte Hawkins (BA ’99) is currently the director of  identity management 
and biometrics policy for the White House National Security staff. Monte 
has now served for two Presidential administrations. He recently co-led 
President Obama’s review of  the attempted terrorist attack of  Northwest 
Airlines Flight 253 on December 25, 2009 by providing insight into the 
terrorist screening and watch listing issues exposed by the event. Monte, his 
wife, Katrina, and their daughter, Hannah, reside in Falls Church, Va. 

Mike (BSBA ’92) and Sheri (BA ’92) Hanson moved from Tulsa to the 
Dallas area in June 2008. Mike is the corporate controller of  Old Castle 
Glass, Inc. in Plano, Tex., and Sheri is the Dallas/Ft. Worth area sales 
manager with Slate Pharmaceuticals. They celebrated their 15th wedding 
anniversary on March 25, 2010. 

1990
John Lahman (BSBA ’91) was 
promoted to managing analyst at 
the State of  Wisconsin Investment 
Board. John is currently deployed 
with the Vermont National Guard 
for a one-year tour of  duty in 
Afghanistan, where he serves as 
an infantryman. 

Josh Troutman (BA ’93) is a real-
tor associate with Chinowth and 
Cohen Realtors specializing in 

residential real estate. His Web 
site, www.homesinthe918.com, 
features homes for sale in the 
Tulsa area. 

Eric Whipkey (MA ’93) was 
promoted from manager of  
market research to director of  
market research at the Society for 
Human Resource Management 
in Alexandria, Va. Eric and his 
wife, Jana, and their two daugh-
ters, Tara and Charlotte, live in 
Springfield, Va. 
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Jeff Tomlinson (BS ’82) was 
appointed director of  general 
joint operations with BHP 
Billiton. 

Katherine (Kay) Kamish (BS ’84) 
has been a flight nurse and 
nationally registered paramedic 
flying for Tulsa Life Flight for 22 
years. Kay is currently assigned 
to the Pryor, Okla. base. After 22 
years of  practicing nursing in the 
back of  a helicopter, she still loves 
her work. 

Bruce Almquist (JD ’86) was 
appointed vice president and gen-
eral counsel for Cobham North 
America in February 2010. 

Daphne Falletti (BMG ’87) was 
appointed president of  the engine 
components business unit of  
Goodrich Corporation in March 
2009. 

Richard M. Carson (BS ’88) was 
promoted to shareholder in the 
law firm GableGotwals in Tulsa. 

Paul Belvedere (MS ’89) is cur-
rently employed by BP and lives 
in Katy, Tex. with his wife, Cindy, 
and his two children, Jenna and 
Luke. 

Miriam Langer (BS ’75) married 
J. Legett on December 18, 2009. 
Miriam and J. were respectively 
widowed in 2003, met in 2004, 
and currently reside in Green 
Country, Okla. 

Enrique Puigbo (BSBA ’75, BS 
’76) and Carmen Campos (BS 
’75) have two daughters, Maria 
Alejandra and Maria Gabriela. 

Scott Wilson Draughon (JD ’77) 
is the academic and guidance 
counselor and the building 
test site coordinator for Tulsa 
Public Schools. He is a lifetime 
member of  Phi Delta Phi and 

Willie Biles (BS ’74), who scored 
more than 40 points eight times 
in his Tulsa career, had his jersey 
retired at halftime of  the Tulsa-
Memphis men’s basketball game 
on Saturday, February 13, 2010. 

Wayne McCombs (BS ’74) has 
been named executive director 
for the J. M. Davis Arms and 
Historical Museum in Claremore, 
Okla.

Bruce D. Horn (BS ’75) received a 
Distinguished Alumni award from 
the College of  Dentistry at The 
University of  Oklahoma. Bruce 
currently has a practice in Tulsa. 

Terry Brumbaugh, Tulsa Chapter President Laurie Brumbaugh (BS ’78), Geordie Matson (BS ’79), Dusty Meyer 
and Erin Matson (BFA ’08) competed in the 16th Annual TU Law Chilifest on February 26, 2010. Their team 
was the Alumni All Stars. 

Lori Graham (BA ’94) is an interior 
designer and owner of  Lori Graham 
Design, based in Washington, 
D.C., with projects nationwide. 
One of  her projects was recently 
featured as the Home of  the Month 
in the September 2009 issue of  
Metropolitan Home and another 
featured in the book Glamour: 
Making it Modern by Michael 
Lassell and Donna Warner. Lori’s 
Web site is www.lorigraham.com. 

Leadership Tulsa, a graduate and 
current member of  Leadership 
Oklahoma, Inc., and a member of  
the Oklahoma Bar Association. 

Jill Lyon (BA ’78) married Ralph 
Grutzmacher on July 8, 2009. The 
couple has moved to the central 
Oregon coast from Washington, 
D.C., where they are renovating a 
historic home. 

Rodney Sippel (BA ’78), a United 
States District Judge for the Eastern 
District of  Missouri, has been 
appointed by Supreme Court 
Chief  Justice John Roberts to sit on 
the Executive Committee of  the 
Judicial Conference of  the United 
States. 

Douglas Micklich (BSBA ’79) and 
his wife, Loralee, welcomed their 
second son, Benjamin Christian-
Campbell on April 7, 2009. 
Douglas was elected to serve on 
the Board of  Directors of  the 
Association for Business Simulation 
and Experiential Learning. 

1980
Clint Burrus (BS ’80) was appointed 
to the Board of  Directors for 
the National Association of  
Manufacturers and the Board of  
Trustees for the Healthcare Institute 
of  New Jersey. 

Mark P. Ingram (BS ’80) was recog-
nized in the September 2009 issue 
of  Oklahoma Magazine as a leading 
financial advisor in the state of  
Oklahoma. 

Larry Condley (BS ’71) sails his boat on Lake Skiatook.  
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Christi Myers (BA ’02) married Tim Plett in Punta Cana, Dominican 
Republic, on April 30, 2009. Christi is a marketing manager for Southwest 
Benefits, Inc., and a cabin manager for Flightworks out of  Georgia. 

Kate Logan Hartman (BMG ’02) and Justin Hartman (BEP ’01) 
welcomed their first child, daughter Reese Anna, on September 26, 2009. 
Kate, Justin and Reese reside in Houston, Tex., where Kate is a systems 
engineering associate for Air Liquide, and Justin is a commodity trader for 
Liquidity Partners.

Josh Margherio (BSBA ’04) married Andrea Grus on November 14, 2009 at St. Francis Borgia Catholic Church 
in Washington, Mo. TU alumni in the wedding party were Justin Margherio (BSBA ’08), Jason Margherio 
(BSBA ’02, MBA ’03), Corene Stull Margherio (BA ’02) and Casey Tripp (BSBA ’04). Josh and Andrea 
currently reside in Washington, Mo. with their two terriers, Duke and Bella. Josh recently became president of  the 
St. Louis Alumni Chapter and is excited to continue the success of  the chapter. 

2000
Earl Chandler (BEE ’00) and 
his wife, Penni, welcomed son, 
Bradyn Alexander on November 
30, 2009. 

Jonathan Scott Chinn (BA ’00), 
Katie Irish (BA ’01) and Kent 
Meister (BA ’02) created Charred 
Oak Films, a boutique enter-
tainment collective, and are 
currently working on a horror/
comedy short film titled “Always 
a Bridesmaid.” More information 
can be found on their projects at 
www.charredoakfilms.com. 

Blake Hanick (BFA ’00) founded 
Lilywillow Paper & Press, a sta-
tionery business that specializes in 
handmade wedding stationery. 

Katie Jennewein Caslow (BA ’01) 
and her husband, Al, welcomed 
their first daughter, Sofia Reid, on 
February 25, 2009. 

Meghan Giffin (BAS ’01, MS 
’03) has returned safely from 
her deployment for Operation 
Enduring Freedom. Upon her 
return, Meghan accepted a super-
visory position in Los Angeles, 
Calif.  
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Timothy Martin (BSME ’99) and Natalie Tidwell Martin (BSBA ’00) 
welcomed their first child, Emma Rose, on February 12, 2009. Tim is an 
engineer for Turner Universal, and Natalie is a singer and songwriter. Tim, 
Natalie and Emma call Nashville home. 

Andrea Diedrich-Reese (BA ’02, MA ’04), Nathan Reese (BA ’02) and 
Laura Duffy (BS ’96), among other Washington, D.C. Chapter alumni, 
gathered for a TU vs. OU watch party on September 19, 2009. 

Andrea Clark Whittington (BSN 
’01) and her daughter, Katherine 
(Katie), enjoy TU Homecoming 
2009. Katie was born on July 1, 
2009. 

Brian Habeck (MEN ’94) recently 
became the global improvement 
leader for the polyglycol, sur-
factants and fluids business with 
the Dow Chemical Company in 
Freeport, Tex. 

J.C. Cunha (PhD ’95) is well 
operations manager for Petrobras 
America in Houston, Tex. 

Scott Eudey (BA ’95) and his wife, 
Misa Richardson Eudey (BSN 
’95,) welcomed the birth of  their 

second child, Reagan Nicole, on 
January 14, 2009. Reagan joins 
big brother Taylor Scott. 

Angela Rogers (BA ’95) was pro-
moted to newscast director for 
the 6:00 and 11:00 p.m. news-
casts at WPVI Action News in 
Philadelphia, Pa. in January 2010. 
Angela is representative of  the 
Philadelphia Alumni Club. 

Craig Shimasaki (PhD ’95) has 
written a book titled The Business 

of  Bioscience: What Goes into Making 
a Biotechology Product. The book 
describes the important aspects he 
has gleaned in starting and build-
ing biotechnology businesses dur-
ing his 25+ year career. Craig is 
owner of  the biotechnology con-
sulting firm, BioSource Consulting 
Group and his Web site is www.
biosourceconsulting.com. 

Andrea Allen Canada (BA ’96) and 
Deke Canada welcomed daugh-
ter, Leighton Jean, on March 31, 
2009. Leighton was featured on 
the February 2010 cover of  Tulsa 
People magazine. 

Kimberly Fairchild (BSBA ’96) was 
promoted to assurance partner for 
HoganTaylor LLP. 

Rodney H. Nichols (JD ’96) was 
included on the Missouri-Kansas 
Rising Stars list as one of  the top 
attorneys in Missouri for 2009. 

Nanci Lamb Roider (MA ’98) 
and her husband, Mitch, are 
pleased to announce the birth of  
their daughter, Lily Victoria, on 
November 23, 2009. Lily joins big 
brother Ethan, age 8. 

Sarah Brown (BA ’99) published 
her second book, Cringe: Toe-
Curlingly Embarassing Teenage Diaries, 
Letters and Bad Poetry, in October 
2009. Her first book, Cringe: 
Teenage Diaries, Journals, Notes, 
Letters, Poems, and Abandoned Rock 

Melanie Henry (BA ’95), co-founder of  918moms.com, was awarded the 
Emerging Entrepreneur honor in the 2nd Annual Mayor’s Tulsey Awards. 
The Tulsey Awards recognize the pioneers and innovators of  the Tulsa 
community. 918moms.com is an online community for moms to swap stories, 
save money with the nationally-known 918 Coupon Queen and share 
advice. Melanie and her husband, Brooks (BA ’95), and their daughter 
Meredith, live in Tulsa. 

Operas, was published in August 
2008. Both books are humor com-
pilations of  old teenage diaries, 
based on the Cringe reading series 
she has hosted in New York and 
London since 2005. Sarah lives in 
Brooklyn, N.Y. with her fiancé. 

Harrison Tyree (BA ’99) and her 
husband, William Josiger, wel-
comed their first child, William 
Gareth Josiger, on July 24, 2009.
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Danielle Lange (BSBA ’06) married Landon Nalley (BSBA ’05) on May 16, 2009 in St. Louis. TU Alumni 
in the wedding party were B.J. Fagan (BA ’07), Merrill Kelly (BSBA ’06), Bob Cooper (BA ’05), Tyler Allred 
(BSBA ’05, MBA ’07), Krystal Smith (BMG ’07), Jacob Johnson (BSBA ’06), Mollie Rhodus (BFA ’08) and 
Derek Smith (BPE ’05). 

Melissa McLean (BSN ’06) married Stephen Peterson (BSBA ’06) on January 16, 2010 at Sharp Memorial 
Chapel at TU. TU alumni in the wedding were Julie Curry (BA ’06), Andrew Soteres (BS ’06) and Ashley 
Sheridan Efaw (BEX ’05). The couple honeymooned in Maui and currently live in Fort Smith, Ark. Stephen is 
a systems analyst at Data-Tronic Corp., and Melissa is an emergency room nurse at St. Edward Mercy Medical 
Center. 

Gavin Manes (BCS ’01, MS ’02) 
has been growing his company, 
Avansic, into a number of  
additional markets in the south. 
Avansic provides a suite of  digital 
forensics and electronic discovery 
services to attorneys and busi-
nesses for cases ranging from 
employment law to intellectual 
property theft. Avansic even 
employed several TU students 
as interns during the summer of  
2009. 

Beth Bender (BA ’02) mar-
ried Dave Bey (BSBA ’02) on 
September 19, 2009 in Tulsa. The 
couple honeymooned in St. Lucia. 

Chris Noble (BSBA ’03) married 
Bre Adkison on July 25, 2009 in 
Tulsa, where they reside.

Kaitlin Neikirk Snider (BA ’03), and 
her husband, Stephen, welcomed 
daughter, Leighton Marie, on 
February 19, 2010. 

Mark Wittig (BFA ’03, MFA 
’08) will have an exhibit in the 
Revealing Culture exhibition at 
the Smithsonian Institution’s 
International Gallery in 
Washington, D.C. from June 8 
through September 30, 2010. 
This exhibition will be part of  
the 2010 International VSA arts 
festival. 

Sarah Keller Cone (BA ’04) and 
Chris Cone (BSBA ’02) welcomed 
a son, Brayden Christopher, on 
June 23, 2009. The family lives in 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Alisha Elliott (BFA ’04) mar-
ried John Geeslin in Playa del 
Carmen, Mexico, on February 
5, 2010. 

Alex Hover (BA ’05) married 
Lindsay Green in November 
2009. TU alumni in the wedding 
party were Morgan Francis (BEX 
’05), Brad Hover (BSBA ’00) and 
Jennifer White Hover (BA ’01, JD 
’05). 

Allison Davie (BA ’06) married 
Bobby Taylor (BEX ’09) on July 24, 
2010 in Tulsa. TU alumni in the 
wedding were Chauncey Pickering 
(BA ’06), Steven Taylor (BMG ’04), 
Grant Moore (BA ’09) and Katie 
Guinn (BA ’06, MA ’09). 

John McCabe (JD ’06) has 
accepted a position in the bank-
ruptcy department of  Weltman, 

Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A. in 
Cincinnati. 

Jamie Esterlein (BSBA ’07) married 
Jordan Crain (BSBA ’08) on August 
8, 2009 on a cruise to Mexico. 

Layne Fisher (BSBA ’07, MBA ’09) 
has been working on a new com-
pany that connects homeowners 
with home improvement profession-
als. Bizbios.com is a new concept 
aimed at improving the home 
improvement shopping experience. 
In June, Bizbios.com will be launch-
ing a private beta and is inviting 
TU alumni to visit the site and 
participate. Layne is president of  the 
Dallas Alumni Chapter. 

Jen Ormsby (BS ’07) married Dan 
McElroy on June 20, 2009 in 
Bloomingdale, Ill. The couple reside 
in Chicago. 

Paul Smith (BA ’07) accepted the 
role as assistant chaplain for stu-
dent mission opportunities at The 
University of  Tulsa in October 
2009.

Julie O’Shea (BSBA ’09) married 
Chris Weber, her high school sweet-
heart, on November 20, 2009. Julie 
works for The Marketing Arm, a 
national marketing and promotions 
agency. Julie and Chris are living in 
Dallas, Tex.
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Travis Buchanan (BS ’07) married April Whitlock on January 2, 2010 in 
Jenks, Okla. 

Katie Sailers Merillat (BA ’04, MBA ’09) and Adam Merillat (BMG 
’06) welcomed a son, Blake William Merillat, on February 1, 2010. 

Camille Herron (BS ’05) has been pursuing her dream of  becoming an elite 
marathoner. She qualified and competed at the 2008 Olympic Marathon 
trials. She also finished 8th at the U.S. Marathon Championship and 
earned the A qualifier for the 2012 Olympic Marathon trials. 

The Dallas Alumni Chapter celebrated the holidays on December 19, 2009 
at Bengal Coast Restaurant. Pictured are Jeff McCord (BSBA ’99), Katy 
Young (BSBA ’04) and Chapter President Layne Fisher (BSBA ’07, MBA 
’09). 

Carol Thomas Elliott (BFA ’02) celebrated her first anniversary to husband, 
John Elliott, on February 7, 2010. 



TU students have earned more 
nationally competitive scholarships in the 

last 15 years than all other Oklahoma 
colleges and universities combined. 

Since 1995, TU students have received 46 Goldwater, 9 Truman, 4 Marshall, and 6 Udall scholarships; and 
31 National Science Foundation, 7 Department of  Defense, 7 Fulbright and 8 Phi Kappa Phi fellowships.

2010 Winners of Nationally Competitive Awards 

Our 2010 scholars, left to right: Zachary Winkler, Goldwater Scholarship; Sally Meyers, Truman 
Scholarship; Erin Stranford, NSF Fellowship; Micah Kordsmeier (BA ‘07), Mortar Board Fellowship; 

and Rachel Hoffmann, Goldwater Scholarship; (not pictured) Kyle Klavetter, NSF Fellowship.
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Lois Miller Adams (BS ’74, MA ’76), November 12, 
2009

Mary Margaret Santee Adams (BSBA ’66), October 
3, 2009

Lance Jeffrey Agnew (BSBA ’82), November 30, 2009
Daniel T. Ahrens (BSBA ’69), October 14, 2009
Edna Mardell Smyth Armstrong (MTA ’62), 

September 9, 2009
Janet L. Armstrong (BA ’49, MA ’69), November 

23, 2009
James R. Arrington, Jr. (BS ’37), December 17, 2009
Bob K. Bartholic (BFA ’50, MA ’52), December 25, 

2009
Oscar H. Bilyeu (BS ’70), August 30, 2009
Dale A. Boemler (BS ’71), February 16, 2010
Gene Guy Boerner III (BA ’94), January 10, 2010
Wright Bomford, Jr. (BS ’47), February 10, 2010
John L. “Jack” Boyd ( JD ’50), August 16, 2009
Earl Benton “Benny” Briggs (BSBA ’68), August 30, 

2009
Vittum Ercell Caldwell (BS ’55), September 10, 2009
Albert L. Carr (BA ’56), May 28, 2009
Jeanne Anne Stites Carter (BA ’48, MTA ’67), 

December 29, 2009
Joseph Clayberg (BSBA ’69), November 1, 2009
Edward John Crossland (BS ’48), August 8, 2009
James B. “Brady” Cypert (MME ’72), November 8, 

2009
Herbert B. Daniels, Jr. (BS ’48), October 19, 2009
Harriet E. Davis (BA ’67), September 3, 2009
William Monroe Davis (BS ’81, BSBA ’82), February 

25, 2009
Ruth Ray Campbell Dinstel (BSED ’80), October 

23, 2009
Theodore Albert “Ted” Duensing (BS ’59), October 

23, 2009
Beverly Jean Duffield (BA ’75), September 1, 2009
Sally Merker Eagan (BSED ’74, MA ’81), October 

1, 2009
John F. “Jack” Egan (BA ’52), October 27, 2009
William A. Fager (BS ’59, MBA ’67), January 29, 

2010
Gwynne Edwin Felton, Jr. (BS ’52), August 23, 2009
Thomas H. Fleeger (BS ’49), September 21, 2009
Richard Earl Gardner (BSBA ’38), February 8, 2010
Jordan N. Goodwin (BSN ’09), November 5, 2009
Doris Mae Gould (BA ’62), January 25, 2010
Elaine Louise Green (MA ’73), October 13, 2009
Bruce H. Harlton ( JD ’60), October 12, 2009
Joanne Bewley Barham Haukereid (BA ’63), May 

26, 2008
Charles Dixon Hill (BS ’68), October 10, 2009
Tommy Lee Hodges (BSBA ’72), August 5, 2009
Mary L. Horner (BA ’61), February 1, 2010
Donald E. Ingle (BS ’58), September 9, 2009
Jack O. Jackson (BS ’64), December 7, 2009
Lester Lydell Johnson, Sr. (BS ’80), October 7, 2009
Raymond D. “Ray” Kelley, Jr. (BA ’50), September 

11, 2009
Mary Kimbrough (BS ’34), August 20, 2009
Robert James “Bob” Kirkland (BA ’50), January 10, 

2010
Virginia Ruth Freeland Krumme (BA ’61), November 

25, 2009
Charles Kukal (BS ’32), December of 2007
C. L. “Chet” Lombardi (PHD ’65), November 6, 

2009
Theodore R. Mace (BSBA ’62), August 27, 2009
Lindell Wilcox McCullough (BSBA ’62), January 8, 

2010
Patricia Aileen McCune (BA ’54), December 11, 2009
Yvonne L. McQuigg (MA ’68), November 7, 2009
Ernest W. Minson (BA ’53), September 6, 2009       
Francis Arnold Molenda ( JD ’88), September 6, 2009

William R. Moss (BSBA ’69, JD ’72), August 14, 2009
Lloyd J. Munn (BSBA ’57), October 4, 2009
Joe Harvey Muskrat (BSBA ’55), July 20, 2009   
Glenda G. Jones Nulf (BS ’59), September 6, 2009
Clyde Dale Nunley (BS ’60, MS ’60), September 8, 

2009
John L. “Jack” O’Brien (BA ’57), February 3, 2010 
Charles L. Parker, Sr. (BSBA ’52), November 8, 2009
Robert L. “Bob” Parmele (BSBA ’71), February 28, 

2010
Laura Mae Passiglia (BA ’49), November 8, 2009
Richard Braden Pringle (MS ’49), January 21, 2010
Thomas Kent Raybourn (BS ’74), November 5, 2009
Merle L. Rigby (BS ’52), April 3, 2009
Shelton Gregory “Casey” Roegels (BA ’50), October 

24, 2009
Alma Louise Russell (BA ’64, MTA ’67), October 

13, 2009
Judy Stephens Simmons (BSBA ’75, MBA ’81), 

October 4, 2009
Beverly Jo Smith (BME ’55), September 20, 2009
Jon Dwight Smith (MA ’72), October 9, 2009
Katherine Littlefield Smith (BS ’73), October 29, 2009
Larry D. Stayer (BS ’68), October 12, 2009
Ella Jo Bowerman Stookey (BA ’65, MTA ’69), 

October 14, 2009
Theodore I. Sullivan, Jr. (BSBA ’58), September 11, 

2009
John R. Sulton, Jr. (BSBA ’49), August 24, 2009
Rex Patrick Teague (BME ’52, MTA ’62), March 3, 

2010
Terry A. Tuton (BS ’76), July 23, 2009
Jon B. Wallis ( JD ’72), September 24, 2009
Dorothy J. Watson (BA ’68, MA ’69), March 6, 2009
Howard B. Waugh, Jr. (BSBA ’53), November 27, 

2009
Patricia Tanner Wells (BA ’49), December 27, 2009
Jimmy L. Williams (BS ’62), December 21, 2009
Juanita Williams (MA ’73), December 23, 2009
Frank Darrell Wood (BS ’51, MA ’66), January 4, 

2010
Carl E. Yaeger (BA ’49), July 5, 2009
Jessie Denton Yelton (BS ’47), October 5, 2009
James Nicholas “Jim” Zehren (BS ’55), November 

8, 2009

Friends of TU:
Andrew Preston Akin, September 5, 2009
Matthew Austin Akin, May 1, 2010
Ibrahim Al-Fahdi, student, December 2009
Byron L. Bailey, August 8, 2009
Thomas W. “Tommy” Beck, February 27, 2010
Bernard Henry Berger, December 26, 2009
Mary Ellen Brelsford, October 12, 2009
Charles M. “Charlie” Brown, September 17, 2009
Kermit Earl Brown, TU professor emeritus, 

December 10, 2009
Paul Llewellyn Brown, TU professor emeritus, 

December 24, 2009
David Earl Browning, Jr., October 10, 2009
Madeline Blauner Gardner Challis, former student, 

December 14, 2009
Dave Cisco, August 18, 2009
Doyle W. Cotton, Jr., October 2, 2009
Brian O’Day Cremin, August 31, 2009
Violet Sylvia Elias, August 4, 2009
Levoy Carl Ellsworth, Sr., October 8, 2009
Norma Enke, October 10, 2009
Jane Carmichael Everitt, retired TU professor, 

November 19, 2009
Ken Fleming, August 11, 2009
Alfred Owen Fonkalsrud, January 9, 2010
Bill Earl Forney, December 20, 2009

Margaret Kirk Keller Gallimore, former student, 
October 7, 2009

Ned Geiger, December 24, 2009
Jack R. Givens, August 31, 2009
Clifton S. Goddin, former student, October 12, 2009
Richard “Coach” Gonzalez, former student, February 

25, 2010
Charles P. Gotwals, Jr., September 2, 2009
Jack C. “Bump” Hadley, December 30, 2009
Joseph Richard Hall, September 18, 2009
James Clyde Helms, February 1, 2010
W. Darline Hobock, January 15, 2010
John C. Holder, December 25, 2008
Edward W. Hooker, August 7, 2009
Tommie Jones, employee, December 23, 2009   
Maureen Kaduscwicz, September 30, 2009
Arno F. “Wald” Kahn, October 29, 2009
Elizabeth Susan Kinser, former student, December 

7, 2009
Martha Kukal, August 6, 2009
Jerold Ira “Jerry” Lasker, September 3, 2009
Silvan E. Levinson, October 26, 2009
Betty Jo Mansur, November 16, 2009
Steven Ray Marcum, November 14, 2009
Orva Lee Mayberry, September 18, 2009
Ronald McBrien, retired employee, September 12, 

2009
Clem Cleaver McLane, former student, February 6, 

2010
Margaret Jean Meyer, August 8, 2009
Marie Kunz Mildren, former student, January 7, 2010
Eldred Adalene Morton, August 17, 2009
Bradley Stephen “Brad” Neely, October 9, 2009
Joan Jody Cleveland Olewine, former student, 

October 31, 2009
Vinita June Oliver, October 19, 2009
Ernest Pickering, Jr., October 1, 2009
Richard L. Powell, October 7, 2009
William Richard “Dick” Reid, October 21, 2009
Marilyn Maloney Riggs, October 23, 2009
David Frank Sahler, August 20, 2009
June Myers Sandel, October 19, 2009
Houston Iluf Shirley, Jr., October 17, 2009
Max A. Slifer, Sr., September 20, 2009
Melvin J. Smith, September 2, 2009
Charles William Snow, January 5, 2010
Father Henry V. Spielmann, November 2, 2009
Robert Lowell “Bob” Sullivent, October 8, 2009
Roderick Harold Teal, February 3, 2010
Zelda Thompson, September 5, 2009
Paul David True, August 29, 2009
Lyle Ross Trueblood, retired TU professor, February 

10, 2010
William G. “Bill” Vandever, former student, January 

2, 2010
Beverly Mae “Bevo” Black VanSchoonhoven, former 

student, October 26, 2009
William H. Walker, Jr., November 3, 2009
Frank K. Walwer, former Dean for the College of 

Law, January 1, 2010
Lawrence M. Watts, former student, November 3, 

2009
Charles E. Welch, November 7, 2009
Francis Edward Wheeler, Sr., December 13, 2009
James Allen Wilson, August 31, 2009
Bernice Wimpey, September 4, 2009
Aileen Margaret Hill Wintle, former student, August 

18, 2009
Ellsworth Milton “Bud” Wyatt, Jr., former student, 

September 15, 2009
Cynthia Lewis Jenkinson Yandell, former student, 

October 2, 2009
James Chouteau Yeates, former student, November 

1, 2009
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HOMECOMING 2010
our heritage

Celebra    e
Save the date for Homecoming
october 15-16, 2010
We hope you will join us in October on the 
TU campus as the Alumni Association hosts 
Homecoming 2010. We’ll celebrate TU’s 
heritage, so we encourage you to bring your 
TU memorabilia back to campus. 
Check the Alumni Web site for more 
information coming soon at 
www.tualumni.com 
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